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Across the globe, there are abandoned sites deemed no longer advantageous to societal needs. In Berlin, these locations surfaced due to Germany’s political, social, and economic issues in the twentieth century. Amidst several state-led efforts to revitalize such abandoned sites, this thesis explores the distinct opportunities that exist for Field Station Berlin, a United States National Security Agency surveillance zone constructed in West Berlin during the Cold War. Built atop Teufelsberg, the most prominent of Berlin’s Trümmerbergs, or artificial hills—a site with rich layers of complex, buried history—today the former field station serves as a venue for everything from community activities to artist installations and alternative sightseeing tours.

Given this site’s turbulent history, this thesis asks: how can design offer a unique means of site intervention capable of capturing the complexity of existing place meanings—done so while still supporting reactivation by contemporary society? This thesis first investigates several reclaimed sites across Berlin and creates a catalog of Counterpreservation that chronicles existing design approaches to their re-activation. It then focuses in specifically on the design potentials of Field Station Berlin/Teufelsberg, putting forward a series of possible design interventions. Moving beyond an examination of this specific site, this thesis seeks to discover methods for reclaiming the memories of other Trümmerbergs and wastelands, or Brachen, of Berlin.
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INTRODUCTION
A hunting ground. A park. A military college. A burial site of a scarred city. A secretive surveillance station. Each, a layer containing the narratives of millions of people, all imposing their unique footprint upon the landscape. Each part of the living palimpsest that defines the site in question. Even though each place described carried a seemingly different program, they were all once a single place within a forest in Berlin, Germany. This thesis investigates the site, known at different times by different titles, but in contemporary times most commonly as the landscape of Teufelsberg, or “devil’s mountain,” located in the Grunewald Forest of Berlin. Currently, the ruins of Field Station Berlin, an abandoned government complex, rest atop Teufelsberg. This landscape raises the primary question of this thesis: how can design offer a unique means of site intervention capable of capturing the complexity of existing place meanings – done so while still supporting reactivation by contemporary society? Teufelsberg has layers upon layers of history; there are countless stories of events that occurred on site to be told, explored. How does one respect the facts already defining the landscape while also looking toward the future, looking for opportunities of reactivation amidst the decaying structural carcass that rests on top of the grave of narratives below?

“The past lives on in art and memory, but it is not static: it shifts and changes as the present throws its shadows backwards. The landscape also changes, but far more slowly; it is a living link between what we were and what we have become. This is one of the reasons why we feel such profound and apparently disproportionate anguish when a loved landscape is altered out of recognition; we lose not only a place, but narratives, a continuity between the shifting phases of our life.”

MARGET DRABBLE

(1979, p. 270)
Some answers to this question lie within the next chapter’s theoretical research, which covers three core concepts: (1) Counterpreservation; (2) Weathering and Decay; (3) Brachen Landscapes. The section begins by discussing how to conserve architecture and its memories via the unique approach of Counterpreservation. In *Counterpreservation: Architectural Decay in Berlin since 1989*, Daniela Sandler introduces how one can use the appropriation of decay for the reactivation of a structure in a manner that draws from public activism for their own future intentions. As Sandler states, “decay connects social and physical tissues instead of disrupting them. Communities thrive not despite architectural decay, but often through it” (Sandler, 2016, p. 2). The design approach proposed in this thesis seeks to apply this counterpreservation, in which the citizens of Berlin will re-activate the landscape amongst the decaying structure of Field Station Berlin.

Complementing the idea of counterpreservation is an acceptance of weathering and decay. Through decay and weathering, a site exists within the progression of time, as “architectural duration implies a past that is caught up in the present and anticipates the future” (Mostafavi & Leatherbarrow, 1993, p. 64). In *On Weathering: The Life of Buildings in Time*, David Leatherbarrow and Mohsen Mostafavi bring forward an anti-preservation notion of architecture, suggesting designers use weathering and decay as a method of illustrating architecture’s temporality, where connections exist between the past and future. Because of the layers of past narratives existing at Teufelsberg, this concept is useful to keep past narratives in conversation amongst the re-activation of the site. Through an acceptance of decay, Teufelsberg’s past place meanings are bridged with its future site definitions.
Landscape is also intimately connected to notions of counterpreservation and weathering. In the film “The Branchen of Berlin” by Matthew Gandy, one can look at “these sites as they are today as site layers of narratives of ecology, artists, and ordinary people seeking respite from the city” (Gandy, 2018). Similar to counterpreservation and weathering, ecology connects different eras, and registers the history of a site amidst re-activation, a concept desired at Teufelsberg.

Each one of these sources illustrates how to acknowledge the past through reactivation while allowing the traces of the past to be brought in by the surrounding environment. Thus, as is elaborated in the next chapter, these sources suggest how one can both honor a previous site’s place meanings while also allowing it to progress towards the future.

Before peeling back, the layers of memories present at Teufelsberg, Chapter Three investigates five local case studies throughout Germany. These sites feature not only similar historical narratives to Teufelsberg, but also are sites abandoned and now being reclaimed by the public and surrounding ecology. As a result, these sites are prominent public spaces within Germany that support social connectivity while still respecting and providing space for the public to reflect upon the past, bringing together historical narratives and spontaneous ecology. Each site has been transformed not only by the design team, but also by the public and local ecology, which took over when these sites were deemed unnecessary by their previous owners. In each case, both the public and surrounding ecology re-activated the spaces amongst those of existing historical significance. The approaches taken within these projects thus serve as precedents for this thesis’s desired approach toward Teufelsberg.
With knowledge regarding how other designers approach re-activation amongst decaying sites with layered place meanings, Chapter Four peels back the layers of narratives that exist at Teufelsberg, revealing how the layered site definition was previously written and re-written through layers overtime. This section investigates the six layers of constructed narratives that raised the physical elevation of Teufelsberg to its height today. Benedict Anderson similarly discusses the rich history of Teufelsberg and the numerous transformations the landscape underwent to find its newly arose site definition. At each layer, a new political, social, and economic factor, left a historical trace, or what I will call a narrative impression, left upon the site which was originally the Grünewald forest. First, starting between 1920 to 1937, the foundational layer that defines this forest became a part of Berlin. Soon, with a change in governmental authority, the first state-led installation upon the site took place with the construction of the technical military college, or Wehrtechnische Fakultät, designed by Albert Speer in 1937. It was subsequently left in ruin, partially constructed amongst the battles of WWII. Erasure of memories at the site then started at the conclusion of the war. Berlin was a landscape defined by rubble. In attempts to erase past terrors, Berlin moved the rubble to select rubble landfills, one being Teufelsberg, between 1946 to 1961. As described in greater detail in chapter four, along with new rubble, this brought new ecology to the site. This new ecology paired with the new layer of topsoil placed on top of the rubble, officially erasing the ruins of Berlin’s past that occurred between 1961 to 1972. During this period, the N.S.A took advantage of the newly risen elevation of the site, which was the highest point in Berlin, using it to spy on the Eastern Bloc during the Cold War. Field Station Berlin marked its own narrative impression upon the site, lasting until it was deemed unnecessary when it joined the network of abandoned government buildings littered throughout Berlin in 1991, upon the reunification of Berlin. Today, a living ruin activated by graffiti and ecology sits atop the ruins of

“The obvious artificiality of partially historic and partially modern spaces, by virtue of their collage like incongruity and continual surprise effect, deliberately draws attention to the work of interrogating the past.”

A03. ROLED J. GOEBEL

(Quoted by Daniela Sandler, 2016, p. 270)
past Berlin. With these layers—each marking their own stake and narrative impression upon the site—what design approach can respect these memories and place meanings while still supporting reactivation by contemporary society?

What today is present on the hilltop of Teufelsberg lies as a living ruin; A living ruin marking the previous burial site of the ruins of the past Berlin, a haunted Berlin. There are layers and layers of objects that tell the memories of the past, each inscribing their mark into the landscape. Each mark an impression that lies upon each piece of rubble, upon each building of the decaying Field Station Berlin, and tells a story, a narrative, a memory. These memories should not be erased, yet, they should also not be preserved behind a glass wall, separating them from society, as “every act of memory carries with it a dimension of betrayal, forgetting, and absence” (Huyssen, 2003, p. 4). Once we set a boundary between us and the past, we no longer form a connection with it, and slowly the memories become a distant narrative, not integrated amongst contemporary society. Building on these concepts, the final section of this thesis brings forth a series of design proposals that seek to define a new design approach that lies in-between erasure and preservation, explored through the lens of Teufelsberg. The proposed design seeks to itself become a new precedent for dealing with such sites in Germany, offering a design intervention that allows for the surrounding ecology and public to re-activate the decaying area while entwining themselves amongst former place meanings. Through this design approach, the narratives of past Berlin are in conversation with future Berlin, not erased or artificially preserved.

As Gandy states, spaces such as Teufelsberg, “tell the history of Berlin through the lens of spontaneous nature” (Gandy, 2018). Thus, the design approach will take a Branchen aesthetic...
amongst a counterpreservation mindset through the allowance of the current structures to weather and decay. This approach will enable the numerous layers of memories and narratives present at Teufelsberg to be respected amongst re-activation by contemporary society. The design focuses on three phases. First, an initial installation upon the site to bring awareness to the past place meanings. Second, through the addition of new walkways and areas of surface re-activation, the design allows the past narratives to be revisited, tracing the footprints of spaces since buried. Lastly, through an acceptance of decay, the remainder of Field Station Berlin will crumble, leaving only the new proposed design interventions to remain along with narrative impressions left by the public and surrounding ecology, to provide a living memorial of the past amongst the re-activation of today. Through this approach, Field Station Berlin and the artificial mound of Teufelsberg that it rests upon, will act as living memorials to the layers of site meanings. This approach allows the agency of remembrance to lie not solely within the hands of the designer, but also within the hands of the public and surrounding ecology.

Lastly, the approach will not focus only on a design proposal for today, but also for both the near and far future. A design approach over time references a structure’s lifespan. A structure does not only exist through architectural drawings or through the initial construction. A building has a birth, a life full of different programming phases, to its final demise. Put differently, “a building is not a static object, but a moving project, and that even once it has been built, it ages, it is transformed by its users, modified by all of what happens inside and outside, and that it will pass or be renovated, adulterated and transformed beyond recognition” (Latour & Yaneva, 2008, p. 80). Thus, having a design approach to an already moving project full of layers, transformed, and modified, aides in referencing this temporality within structures.

“A spell of peace lives in the ruins of ancient Greek temples. As the traveller leans back among the fallen capitals and allows the hours to pass, it empties the mind of troubling thoughts and anxieties and slowly refills it, like a vessel that has been drained and scoured, with a quiet ecstasy. Nearly all that has happened fades into a limbo of shadows and insignificance and is painstakingly replaced by an intimation of radiance, simplicity and calm which unties all knots and solves all riddles and seems to narrate a benedictant and unimperious suggestion that the whole of life, if it were allowed to unfold without hindrance or compulsion or search for alien solutions, might be similarly happy.”

A@4.PATRICK LEIGH

(Quoted in Stewart, 2020, p. 20)
and our narratives that inhabit them. From entering a site, to inhabiting a site, and finally departing a site, with only our memories left behind. Thus, this thesis will have three phases: The Initial Growth, the Continual Growth, and the Overgrowth.

Through this layered design approach, this thesis brings forth a solution to the question of how design can offer a unique means of site intervention capable of capturing the complexity of existing place meanings—done so while still supporting reactivation by contemporary society, through the lens of Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany.
fig 02.07: WEATHERING EXPLORATION 2
Date: Present Day

PROMOTING REGROWTH FOR REACTIVATION AND THE PRESERVATION OF MEMORY
The first theoretical frame to help address the thesis question is that of counterpreservation, a concept discussed by architect Daniela Sandler. Counterpreservation is covered in multiple ways and taking on several forms throughout Sandler’s work. But it is broadly defined as:

“The intentional use of architectural decay in the spatial, visual, and symbolic configuration of buildings. The word “counterpreservation” serves to identify, analyze, and aggregate tendencies present in a range of examples, indicating coincident social processes and convergent cultural meanings” (Sandler, 2016, p. 19).

The theory of counterpreservation is layered with concerns about re-activating architectural sites for modern society while also respecting their past narratives. In other words, counterpreservation places architecture as a living entity moving throughout time, not just something that is designed and forgotten. It recognizes the layers of memories that impose upon a structure, not just the architect’s architectural design. Thus, counterpreservation does not seek to erase any past impressions caused by the architect, surrounding environment, or the public, but instead “strives to make the solidified, built matter of spaces into a more flexible medium, where multiple historical narratives might be read” (Sandler, 2016, p. 34). An example of counterpreservation is through the project Mourning, by Daniel Libeskind, as illustrated in fig 02.08. The proposal involves the increased decay of a Nazi SS barracks through the introduction...
Exposed chunks of raw masonry, sooty walls, rotting window frames, and rusty railings form the backdrop for collective residential communities, art and cultural centers, and memorial sites. These groups and individuals have transformed decay into a vital part of the urban fabric; decay connects social and physical tissues instead of disrupting them. Communities thrive not despite architectural decay, but often through it.”

“Exposed chunks of raw masonry, sooty walls, rotting window frames, and rusty railings form the backdrop for collective residential communities, art and cultural centers, and memorial sites. These groups and individuals have transformed decay into a vital part of the urban fabric; decay connects social and physical tissues instead of disrupting them. Communities thrive not despite architectural decay, but often through it.”

Through the theory of counterpreservation, the site of Teufelsberg can be collaboratively reactivated in a manner where the architect, the public, and surrounding ecology work together to capture the complexity of the existing place meanings while still supporting new uses in the future. Since Teufelsberg is in a city full of tumultuous history, “this intentional incorporation of decay is a hallmark of Berlin” (Sandler, 2016, p. 2). As historical sites do not exist solely in the past but also reside in the present, “counterpreservation points the way toward a communicative architecture whose ever-changing quality lies not so much in crumbling walls and rustling mullions, but in the ever-changing nature of the social realm” (Sandler, 2016, p. 46). Thus, through counterpreservation, the layers of previous site meanings can continue to live on throughout the project without erasure.
An example of continual use amidst decay through counterpreservation is the Kopi project, illustrated in fig 02.09. This is a housing project in the city of Berlin that provides a model of “affordable housing in gentrifying neighborhoods with self-financed, self-built architectural renovations carried out by tenants, not by developers or landlords, restoring buildings in a more conventional way” (Sandler, 2016, p. 72). Although this example foregrounds residential space, counterpreservation can be understood more broadly as a way of affordable re-activation of buildings through activism, one that can be found globally. Pictured in fig 02.10, for example, is Ouvidor 63, an artist housing compound, which implies the same re-activation of affordable housing through counterpreservation as the Kopi. This affordable re-activation approach can similarly be applied to the ruins of Teufelsberg, creating a non-residential example of the practice.

With the layers of narratives at Teufelsberg, the question always lingers on what should be remembered or erased. Through counterpreservation, the answer to this question lies within the natural process of occupation and decay in relation to the surrounding ecology and public, not just the architect. Counterpreservation creates a conversation between stakeholders on memorializing and re-activating a landscape’s layered past and bringing that past forward to the future.

Overall, counterpreservation allows for a unique way to reactivate a historical site of complex place meanings through collaborative measures to support current societal needs. By using intentional
"This intentional incorporation of decay is a hallmark of Berlin. I call it counterpreservation, in as to indicate that while it runs counter to mainstream preservation, it is a purposeful social practice that should not be mistaken for neglect or destruction. In counterpreservation, decay is neither a contingency nor a handicap. Rather, decay is a choice."

A07. DANIELA SANDLER
(2016, p. 2)

decay, counterpreservation allows for the memorialization of the past, acting in the present while also interacting with the future desired programming required for contemporary society. Also, counterpreservation allows a broader range of stakeholders—including those of the future—to contribute to a historical buildings’ possible use, not just imposing the architects or government’s desires. Therefore, using counterpreservation as a design implementation technique for Teufelsberg and similar landscapes of layered place meanings and narratives, one can find a unique means of capturing the complexity of the existing site while still supporting contemporary society’s reactivation.
In addition to using counterpreservation, the natural weathering of a structure—instead of erasing the past marks through renovation—is a preservation method to memorialize a historical place. Fig 02.11 illustrates the weathering buildings face of palazzo Chiericati. According to the Merriam Webster dictionary, Weathering is defined as:

“The action of the weather conditions in altering the color, texture, composition, or form of exposed objects, specifically the physical disintegration and chemical decomposition of earth materials at or near the earth’s surface.”

This theory of weathering discusses allowing the un-pristineness of a building to exist naturally. In On Weathering: The Life of Buildings in Time, by Mohsen Mostafavi and David Leatherbarrow, the two describe this theoretical approach to the complex life cycle of an architectural project and its ultimate temporality.

Here, temporality links to the problem’s society faces in allowing buildings to decay, such as concerns over structural use, as well as maintenance and ethical implications. The desire to continually preserve a structure subtracts from society’s ability to use it in new ways and reduces the potential for any traces of ongoing history to accrue on a building. A desire for perfect and clean buildings, therefore, ultimately has societal implications, as removing the signs of weathering left upon surfaces, or the “dirty” aspect illustrating the temporality and previous use of a building is unwanted. By contrast, Mostafavi and Leatherbarrow argue that if “the finishing ends construction, weathering constructs finishes” (Mostafavi & Leatherbarrow, 1993, p. 5). Thus, using decay as a
design method with specific surface details and manipulation, one can genuinely articulate the entire life cycle of a building, not just commemorate its creation.

Mostafavi and Leatherbarrow’s work illustrates that by not disregarding a building’s decay, we as designers can address and add to a project’s full architectural meaning. Addressing the temporality of a building and the recognition of the natural process of decay can help with structural maintenance and ethical solutions within society. They highlight that even though architects see their designs as complete once constructed, architecture is ever-changing. A building evolves through ongoing exchanges and collaborations with the architect, the public, and the resulting environmental forces acting upon the structure. Thus, we should consider the completed project not as “the final moments of construction but to see the unending deterioration of a finish that results from weathering, the continuous metamorphosis of the building itself, as part of its beginning(s) and ever-changing ‘finishes’” (Mostafavi & Leatherbarrow, 1993, p. 16). Through the ever-changing finishes, weathering creates new atmospheric conditions unintended by the architect (fig 02.12). Through this approach, Mostafavi and Leatherbarrow aim to change the view of architecture as a pure, pristine artifact to something more mutable and evolving.

This process also has implications for the ways we think about architectural authorship. Traditionally, “for modern architects, stains, such as those that resulted from surface accumulation of dirt, were thought of as faults, to be suppressed both technically and morally” (Mostafavi & Leatherbarrow, 1993, p. 88). Allowing a building to instead go through the process of decay allows the forces of nature to be the project’s actual, long-term designers. Advocating for a greater sense of co-authorship...
with the surrounding environment through weathering, the authors explain that, as architects supply a canvas, the public and surrounding environment paint the structure’s more complete architectural narrative. Put differently, “in design, art is assumed to be the power or agency that forms nature; in the life and time of construction, however, nature reforms the ‘finished artwork’” (Mostafavi & Leatherbarrow, 1993, p. 64). Through the abandonment and the reclamation of Teufelsberg through the public and ecology, the beginning phases of this new finish are applied to the ruins of Field Station Berlin that have already begun (fig 02.13). Therefore, allowing a project to weather introduces the environment’s own agency to the architect, and every impression left by the public and nature.

For the site of Teufelsberg, the theory of weathering presented by Mostafavi and Leatherbarrow provides an approach able to capture the complexity of previous place meanings while still connecting the site to contemporary society. Allowing weathering to be a critical part of the design process will enable the acknowledgment of multiple narratives present at the site, not only the ones with the most powerful narrative. In other words, “weathering brings the virtual future of a building into dialogue with its actual present, as both are entangled in its past” (Mostafavi & Leatherbarrow, 1993, p. 112). Also, by allowing the continual decay of materials and surfaces at Teufelsberg, created by both nature and the public, the natural process of decay will alleviate the agency of memorial to be a collective attribute determined by the community and nature. The site becomes an architectural palimpsest, as “the notion of aging as enhancement and the idea that the various marking and layers of a surface record and allow one to recollect earlier stages in the history of a building and the human life associated with it.” (Mostafavi & Leatherbarrow, 1993, p. 84). Thus, using the implications of weathering as an asset to
a structure, including defects, illustrates the entire life cycle of a building and, in turn, more holistically memorializes its place meanings, while still being accessible for contemporary society. By designing architecture to decay, it no longer solely exists in the past. Instead, it manifests in a flexible moment, where aspects of the past, present, and future are in conversation. Along these lines, by allowing a piece of architecture to decay, designers can reveal a new aspect of the project, previously unseen, allowing a conversation between the past and future. This conversation creates the perfect approach for the site of Teufelsberg, with its numerous layers of hidden history. The act of decay can allow for these layers to be revealed, allowing past narratives to be in constant conversation with contemporary society. Therefore, by using the beauty of letting a project decay, one can design a unique means of site intervention capable of capturing the complexity of existing place meanings while still allowing contemporary society to re-activate the site.
This thesis’s final theoretical framing is to appreciate the reclamation of wastelands by new forms of life—done so in a manner that recognizes that even though some spaces are not deemed useful or productive to some members of society, they are of use to others.

Brachen in German translates to ‘wastelands’ in English. There are many such sites across Germany, the result of various industrial and extractive processes, as well as wartime legacies. These spaces narrate the history of Berlin, through the lens of spontaneous nature and “since no one uses the space, and sometimes nobody even knows how to use the space, there is no criterion for behaviour in relation to a ‘Brachen’ which is very unsettling. It’s very clear that apart from the fence which usually surround the ‘Brachen,’ there is no boundary and nothing to civilize or cultivate the site. What is disturbing about a “Brachen” is that it has slipped out of control” (Gandy, 2018). Today, many such sites are slowly being erased due to the most recent phase of intensified construction activity. Either way, these spaces are being re-activated for use by the public and the surrounding ecology.

In the film Natura Urbana: The Branchen of Berlin, Matthew Gandy explores these reclaimed wastelands, focusing on Berlin, to illustrate and document how they act as slowly disappearing places, erasing the lesser known narratives of earlier generations of people and ecology. Branchen have transformed into spaces unimaginable to the initial, primary user. Yet, despite this, these...
places are used by the public and ecology, as illustrated in fig. 02.14. Through the film, Gandy promotes the cultivation and preservation of these spontaneous landscapes. He argues that every site is unique, a marvel of non-desire. Through this approach of letting both people and ecology gradually engulf a site of previous waste, new place meanings are born, and new energy emerges; it is an area of rebirth instead of death.

Overall, Gandy’s film seeks to document these sites seemingly forgotten by the leaders of society. Through this documentation and an examination of their possibilities, “Natura Urbana explores the spontaneous diversity of plants in these spaces to illuminate the city’s complex history through the post-war period until the contemporary era” (Gandy, 2018, p. 1). As discussed throughout the film, the Brachen of Berlin introduce a new typology of space; there are no rules or criteria for using these leftover spaces, which allows for new programming from both the public and new ecologies. “These ostensibly empty sites evolved into laboratories for botanists, artists, and ordinary people seeking respite from the city” (Gandy, 2018, p. 1). Thus, through these spaces’ cultivation, they can embody Berlin’s history. Put differently, the history of Berlin’s historical narratives can carry forward through the preservation of Brachen, while also being activated by a new generation of inhabitants and ecology.

The Brachen Aesthetic is apposed to the current urban direction of Berlin today. Today, the city of Berlin is in constant revision, trying to re-write history through the “New Berlin”. Berlin has increased construction in the city center since reunification in 1990, to erase these Brachen, places where history still can be told. As discussed by Karen Till in her text, A New Berlin, “Berlin is a city that cannot be contained by marketing representations of time, of the ‘new’. It is a place with ‘heterogeneous references,
ancient scars,’ a city that ‘creates bumps on the smooth utopias’ of its imagined futures” (Till, 2005, p. 5). Thus, through the approach of using a Brachen Aesthetic, this allows the old memories that layer multiple sites of Berlin can be brought forward into the future amongst the re-activation by society. This aesthetic can be applied to places such as Teufelsberg.

In line with such discussions, Teufelsberg can be defined as a part of the network of areas determined to be the Brachen of Berlin. As Gandy explains: “The Teufelsberg in Grünewald was the biggest debris mountain, containing about 25 or 26 million cubic meters of rubble. It had been left alone for years and was eventually overgrown with spontaneous vegetation” (Gandy, 2018). Therefore, cultivating a new sense of activation at the site can intertwine the past and the future, memorializing the layers of history that reside in the area, without pristine preservation. Through this cultivation of the past, the new spontaneous growth of the site can determine the trajectory of its future.

New narratives were thus born on these seemingly forgotten landscapes. Similarly, Paul Draus discusses the positives and negatives that Brachen oppose to the Berlin society. He crossed “an unmowed field with a few stray paths worn across it, but it was in fact full of active life: children playing, couples walking and kissing, people napping by their bicycles, and a group of young people boisterously laughing and drinking beer to the sounds of recorded music joined by the live performances of birds and insects” (Draus et al., 2021: p.330). These cracks of society tell the forgotten history of Berlin, amongst the multitude of new narratives brought to these forgotten spaces. Through cultivation, “the multi-layered history of unintentional spaces”, can remain with all the marks and memories that define Berlin today (Gandy, 2018, p. 7).
fig 03.16: WEATHERING EXPLORATION 3
Date: Present Day
Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord is a former steel plant built in the Duisburg-Meiderich area of Germany during the height of the industrial revolution. Built by August Thyssen in 1901, the plant produced pig iron after a shortage in the market occurred—a product which can be processed into steel, as illustrated in fig. 03.17. The plant thrived until 70 years later when there was a surplus of steel in the market, forcing the closure of the factory. The last shift took place on April 4th, 1985 (Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord, n.d.-a). The old plant was then re-born when it was added to the 100 projects of the International Building Emscher Park (IBA), located in the Ruhr District. The initiative aimed “to set quality building and planning standards for the environmental, economic and social transformation of an old, industrialized region” (Latz, 2003). Professor Peter Latz, with his firm “Latz+Partner,” transformed the wasteland into a landscape park in 1989, featuring deteriorating buildings of the past, re-activated by ecology and citizens.

The design of the park has features that can be read as precedents for how to re-activate other sites full of past narratives, relying on.

“All Ellen Ripley (2016, p. 2)
gradual transformation instead of either erasure or preservation. The area’s programming focuses on public leisure activities and a public connection to the landscape, with activities such as scuba diving in an old gasometer, one of the largest artificial diving centers (Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord, n.d.-b). Even though the area was formally reactivated as a park, Latz did not eliminate the spontaneous ecology that he discovered in the area following its abandonment. For him, “the vegetation that has spontaneously sprung up now lies in perfect harmony with man made water features (Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord, n.d.-b).” and 700 new plant species calling the site home (fig 03.19). Finally, the design integrates the old architecture of the steel plant into its newly re-activated spaces by transforming them to suit the new programming needed—all done while not erasing the past attributes of this industrial site. Through this re-activation, the past narratives of the old steel plant were not erased, instead throughout the park, the past and future interweave to form new place meanings for the area.

Although the park appears to seamlessly morph into a new landscape, there is one less successful aspect. While the preservation of historical narratives is present at the park through an industrial history trail, these historical narratives are told only through traditional information columns, signs, and pictures, which disjoint today’s narratives with those of the past, relegating past narratives to a backdrop for today’s events. In addition, the area seems to be focused on becoming a tourist area, instead of being involved in the day-to-day activities of the surrounding community. Overall, the park is quite successful in re-activating an abandoned site for contemporary society, while not entirely erasing the past.

“..I grew up in a village destroyed by the war and learned early on about the value of materials. I used recycling as a method long before it has been reinvented as “sustainability.” I feel obliged to recondition disused landscapes for the next generation — to rehabilitate them as sources of life. Who should deal with these landscapes if not landscape architects and urban planners? Better us than casino developers.”

A12. PETER LATZ
(quoted in: Heyman, 2015)
PRESERVATION
The park kept the majority of the steel plant architecture. Most have been repurposed into new programing such as teachers and classrooms.

LIGHT SHOW
At night, the old mill is transformed as lights cover the entire plant.

ECOLOGY CONSERVATION
The vegetation that has spontaneously sprung weaves with man-made water features, green spaces and gardens.

CLIMBING GARDEN
An outdoor climbing garden rock wall renovatted from the old features of the plant to introduce this new public programing.

WATER REMEDIATION AND CONSERVATION
Water is a key element at the park. “The reservoirs serve as seasonal buffers in order to supplement the water shortage that develops in summer as a result of evaporation.”

LEISURE ACTIVITIES
“With diving, climbing, hiking or simply enjoying the view from Blast Furnace 5.”
Prior to being a conservation park in Berlin, Naturpark Schöneberger Südgelande was an abandoned urban railyard. Built as the freight railyard of Tempelhof in 1889, the area was destroyed during WWII from allied bomber attacks and officially closed in 1952. For four decades, the former railyard was untouched which left it to be reclaimed by the surrounding ecology. As of 1999, however, the area is now accessible to the public through walkways, and “is one of the first official conservation areas in Germany in which urban-industrial nature is protected and made accessible to the public” (Kowarik & Langer, 2005). To allow the public to have access to this newly formed wilderness in the heart of the city, Odious Gruppe installed architecture that allowed for the new ecology of the site to have priority; were the architecture works around the overgrown ecosystem now inhabiting the area and not through it. In this sense, Naturpark Schöneberger Sudgelande was designed for a new type of owner of the site, the new ecology, with people and architecture coming second.

This natural oasis illustrates the ways in which architecture can work around new ecologies, instead of erasing nature’s path, to lay a new foundation. As seen in fig. 03.20, A key aspect of

"Die Kunst ist der nächste Nachbar der Wildnis." “art is the closest neighbor to wilderness”.

A13. KARL GANSER
(quoted in Groffman, 2017)
the design is a raised steel walkway put in the nature conservation sector of the site. At 600 m long, the walkway is slightly raised “to ensure that they interfere as little as possible with nature” (Naturpark Schöneberger Südgelände • Future Landscapes, n.d.). The Group Odious also wanted to ensure that the public could leave an imprint on the site, as well. Another pathway leads to an “old retaining wall that graffiti artists can legally use as a canvas from Monday to Saturday (Braconnier, n.d.),” illustrated in fig 03.21. Finally, the design kept the old railway relics that defined the original place meanings of the site, scattered about through the overgrown ecology, including the old administration building and a water tower. Through a desire to keep the spontaneous ecology and old relics of the past, Naturpark Schoneberger Sudgelande integrates old narratives with new re-activation.

Although successful in the protection of spontaneous ecology inhabiting the former railyard, Naturpark Schoneberger Sudgelande is not as successful in other areas. First, the area seems to keep the ecology and public segregated; there are no places of interaction between the two. In addition, the area only has the one graffiti wall to interact with the public. The other public venue, the site is the former 4000m² locomotive hall, seems to just be used as a backdrop for today’s programming, instead of being actively integrated into the new programming. However, Grun Berlin GmbH is developing new uses for this hall that “forge links between art, culture, education and sport” (Gruen Berlin, 2013), links currently lacking on the site.

Finally, the site once again uses traditional signage to tell narratives of the past railyard through the information pavilion, that stick out, and form barriers between the public, nature and the past instead of finding ways to integrate them together. The former railyard has been transformed successfully to protect new ecology inhabiting the abandoned site, even though the public has not been fully integrated amongst the art, railyard relics and nature.
ECOLOGICAL CONSERVATION
In 1999 large sections of the site were classified as landscape and nature conservation areas and are now home to a wide range of rare and endangered animals and plants.

RAILYARD RELICS
The old railyard relics scattered throughout the area help keep the history alive.

RAISED CATWALKS
“Visitors move through the area on a slightly raised steel grating walkway to ensure that they interfere as little as possible with nature.” The architecture works around the nature, instead of the nature working around the architecture.

HISTORICAL INFORMATION
Information Plaques are scattered throughout the walkways to give visitors historical context.

ARTIST ENGAGEMENT
There is an old retaining wall that graffiti artists can legally use as a canvas.

**Fig 03.22. Site Collage #2**
Location: NaturPark Schöneberger Südgelände, Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day
Another new park situated within the Berlin landscape is Park Am Gleisdreieck. The former freight and rail yard linked Anhalter Bahnof and Postdamer Bahnof starting in 1874, until its final destruction in WWII (Works - PublicSpace, n.d.). Similar to Naturpark Schöneberger Sudgelande, the area was left abandoned, eventually reclaimed by an overgrowth of ecology. The site was eventually turned into a new public park in 1997, as seen in fig. 03.23. Alternative developments were planned for the area, but the public intervened, calling for the need of more recreational space in Berlin. Designed by Atelier Loidl, the park's landscape was “planned around a large central meadow, crossed from east to west by a concrete footpath and from north to south by a pair of railway lines” (Gruen Berlin, n.d.). In addition, the design wanted to feature the spontaneous ecology that claimed the space upon its ruin. Park Am Gleisdreieck focuses design around interweaving the new re-activation desired by the public amongst the old narratives of ruin and ecology found on the site.

Overall, Park Am Gleisdreieck illustrates unique ways of allowing the narratives of the past to remain on-site, while re-activating the area for contemporary society. Primarily, the design was established around what the public of Berlin wanted as a priority: more...
Throughout the design process, the needs of the public were placed first with their active contributions to the development of the area. In addition to public needs, the design aimed to not remove any new ecology found in the ruins as a result of human absence, as “the park has been able to conserve to some extent the spirit of the non-place that preceded it” (Works - PublicSpace, n.d.). Finally, the ruin integration is woven throughout the park, such as old posts turned into swing sets (fig. 3.24) illustrating a connection between the past and future instead of a memorialization of the past. Through an investigation into the design intentions of Park Am Gleisdreieck, one can find ways to re-activate a space of historical presence while moving it toward a contemporary future.

Although the landscape successfully re-activates the area into a contemporary setting not all aspects of the design were successful. The majority of the park is described as generic with manicured lawns instead of spontaneous nature, even though stated throughout the design concept as a design intended to work around what was already inhabiting the area amongst the decades of human absence, as priority came to the “citizens, more than stressing the overgrown-railyard-theme as the driving force for the design” (Dooren, 2019). In the desire for the site to become a park for public and recreational purposes, the designers erased some of the past narratives, favoring re-activation for the future. Finally, the designers chose which history to be remembered, the narrative of the former railyard, neglecting others, “such as the adjacent grave monument for the Grimm brothers, famous authors of numerous fairy tales, or the national memorial for the liberation wars, The Prussian National Monument for the Liberation Wars, in the adjacent Viktoriapark—narratives that could have been embedded into the park in an alternative way” (Dooren, 2019). The future of Teufelsberg can learn from the positives and negatives of the new Park Am Gleisdreieck.

“I love this place. This is the place for meeting people, for have a picnic there, have a sport time there. It is ideal for everything. Restaurants and bistros around there aren’t so cheap, but it’s OK.”

A14. JANA S (quoted in (Park Am Gleisdreieck (Berlin) - All You Need to Know BEFORE You Go - Updated 2021 (Berlin, Germany), n.d.)
ECOLOGICAL INTEGRATION
Unique ecological diversity evolved at Gleisdreieck and has been retained in the new park.

SPORTING FACILITIES
The park was created by the public and for the public. “Skaters and joggers, young and old, walkers and beach volleyball players, picnickers and sports enthusiasts, nature explorers and technology fans can all find plenty of space and facilities.”

INTEGRATED PLAYGROUNDS
Through the use of wood as a main material, the playgrounds for children can seamlessly blur into the landscape of the park.

OLD RAILWAY RUINS
Interweaves throughout the park are the old railway tracks, signaling equipment and buffers.
Founded in 1969, originally named VEB Kulturpark Berlin, SpreePark was the first and only amusement park within the German Democratic Republic (G.D.R.). This attraction brought citizens from all over Eastern Germany into East Berlin. When reunification occurred in 1991, the attraction was shut down, as East Germans now had access to other forms of amusement. 1991 also marked the year of the area’s privatization, as it separated from GDR and East German State. Over 20 years later, the old rides still stand, decaying, overgrown with ecology (fig. 03.26). However, in June 2016, the municipal planning company Grun Berlin GmbH is designing the park for the future, “developing the picturesque scenery at the historic site into an art and culture park, making it an important component with the city’s ‘green urban development’” (Spreepark, n.d.). Even though its re-design is not complete, Spreepark can still provide notable insight into how to approach re-activating sites with layered place meanings.

Although currently in the designing stages of development, Grun Berlin proposes a plan that integrates both the past layered site meanings and narratives with new areas for public re-activation amongst the new ecology present in the area. The development
team primarily wanted to not erase the past narratives of the site, but instead to “transform old rides and relics of the past, to rethink their use and to harmoniously combine them with the themes of art, culture and nature” (Spreepark, n.d.), and use relics like the roller coaster pictured in fig. 03.27, as key moments throughout the design proposal. The proposition uses raised walkway platforms to approach ecological conservation in the similar way of NaturPark Schöneberger Sudgelande. Finally, with the new design approach, the key decisions are made for the public through schedule planning workshops to be attended, with an aim of developing and substantiating the framework planning in individual areas” (Spreepark, n.d.). Thus, through this proposed design, Grun Berlin successfully interweaves the desires of key past, present and future narratives of the site.

With the park still in development, stating the un-successful notions of the design are difficult. Yet, even though the design offers access to this iconic historical site, it seems to fail to act as a day-to-day recreational area for the people of Berlin, acting more as a tourist spot for the city. In addition, although the concept seems to mention the history of the park, the only notion in the design in referencing the history is through leaving the relics untouched. The design un-successfully links the past narratives of the people of the park with future narratives, as the site will be a “park that allows art and culture to be experienced by everyone in unique urban nature” (Spreepark, n.d.). Even though the design has yet to be implemented, Spreepark provides insight into ways to better improve a design intervention that allows for the cohesion of contemporary society’s desires with former place meanings.
**PRESERVATION OF ELEMENTS**

The current plan for the park is to keep various elements, such as old roller coaster tracks and convert them into other elements, such as a catwalk.

**ECOLOGY CONSERVATION**

The team also is determined to maintain the new ecology of the park since abandonment.

**ART AND CULTURE PARK**

“The goal is to transform the old rides and relics of the past, to rethink their use and to harmoniously combine them with the themes of art, culture and nature.”
The last case study features Tempelhof Feld, an old iconic airport located in Berlin. The airport is a part of Berlin's historic past and was “once the largest and busiest in Germany, and one of Europe’s iconic airports of the pre-WWII era” (Patowary, 2015). With the airport no longer being useful to the Berlin government, it was closed in 2008. However, although deemed unnecessary to the government, the local public and ecology re-claimed the site, and re-activated its 386-hectare open space (Patowary, 2015), with wildlife claiming home to the open plane as illustrated in fig. 03.29, and the public using the space as a community garden, fig. 03.30. With little architectural design, the future activation of the area has been left in the hands of the public and surrounding ecology. The vast area is an example of where the “residents of Berlin successfully experiment with artistic, horticultural and social ideas” (Gruen Berlin, 2021). This central historical site of Berlin has thus been successfully transformed into an open space venue, where the narratives of the past linger amongst public and ecological narratives of the present.

In terms of design approach, Tempelhof Feld is an example of how through just providing the public with the tools and the

---

**fig 03.29: TEMPELHOFE**

Location: Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day

---

**“A15. GERHAND W STEINDORF, TEMPELHOF PROJEKT CHIEF (quoted in: Fahey, 2015)”**

“Now that the field’s future is safe we can continue to have more events like that.”

---

**“Templehofer Feld”**

Templehofer Feld
space, they will program and re-activate a site based on their own needs. One method the designers used was signage for circulation, something done in the least imposing way possible, through new painted lines on the asphalt, as illustrated in fig. 03.31. In addition to providing circulation markers, Gruen Berlin provided transportation networks around the expansive site through bike lanes to moped rentals, to ensure Berliners can access the entirety of the landscape. Finally, through small interventions in several areas, such as retaining the old architecture of the airport itself and fostering the surrounding ecology, the area now offers “an important shelter in the middle of the metropolis for rare animal inhabitants and protected plants” (Gruen Berlin, 2021). Tempelhof Feld illustrates that, if given the freedom and tools, the surrounding public and ecology will rejuvenate an old historic space.

Although successful in its light-handed interventions, some initiatives introduced into the site are less successful. Located in the park is a historical “information trail” that marks “20 commemorative and memorial sites with texts and pictures that explain eras in Tempelhof Feld’s history to visitors” (Gruen Berlin, 2021). These traditional memorials do not immerse the visitor into the site, creating instead a division between the past and the public today. The old narratives and architecture present have merely become a picturesque backdrop, instead of being integrated into the sites programming. Overall, the minimal design approach was successful at Tempelhof. It gave the public the freedom to activate the site as desired. However, some further thoughtful design intervention is required to ensure that the past place meanings are not erased by contemporary society.
ON SITE INTERVENTION
Little design intervention has been imposed upon the site, as the site has been given to the public to design and create the programming.

INFORMATION TRAIL
An “Information trail” marks 20 commemorative and memorial sites with texts and historic pictures that explain eras in Tempelhofer Feld’s history to visitors.

ECOLOGICAL PRESERVATION
The law for the preservation of the Tempelhofer Feld (ThFG) protects a total area of approx. 303 hectares in the central meadow area and divides the Outer Wiesenring.

COMMUNITY GARDENS
Since 2011, 19 cultural, gardening and social projects have been adding to the recreational activities taking place on Tempelhofer Feld.

OLD TEMPELHOLF AIRPORT
Holds Berlin’s Police Department, Berlin Traffic Control, A Kindergarten, A Dance School, Stage Theatre

HOME FOR REFUGEES
In October 2015, was the home to about 1000 refugees, and at peak housed 2500.

fig 03.31: SITE COLLAgE #5
Location: Tempelhofer Feld, Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day
LAYERS OF A TRÜMMERBERG: THE LAYERED MEMORIES OF TEUFELSBERG

Date: Present Day

Fig 04.32: WEATHERING EXPLORATION 4
1920
October 1st, 1920
The Grünewald neighbourhood was incorporated into the greater Berlin area.

1937
November 27th, 1937
Wehrtechnische Fakultät (The Military College) work began building laid the foundation stone by Hitler, the start work on Germany. “As a world capital, Berlin will only be comparable to ancient Egypt, Babylon or Rome! What is London, what is Paris against it?”

1940
February 1940
The law to suspend construction of all non-war related building projects came into affect. This stopped the construction of The Military College, only the shell of the collage remained.

1946 - 1952
The site was designated a ruin collection area for the rubble and ruins of Berlin buildings destroyed during the air raids. Workers collected the rubble and moved to designated sites throughout Berlin. At Teufelsberg, 75 million cubic meters of ruins were collected and piled to form the new typography.

1955 - 1962
Berliners took advantage of the newly formed ruined hill. A ski-hill and jump were constructed near by, which was expanded in 1962 for a grandstand for 5000 visitors.

1963
Secret construction began for the new United States National Security Agency, Field Station Berlin. At the peak of the Cold War, 1500 employees of the NSA worked at Teufelsberg.

1965
The Grünewald forest became a place for day trippers and citizens of West Berlin who were stuck inside the confinements of the Berlin Wall.

1969 - 1972
The US NSA built and constructed the white domes, which are used to protect the antenna for the station. These domes will forever be the trademarks of Teufelsberg and Field Station Berlin.

1970 - 1984
Part of the hill is used as a local Berlin winery. 120 liters of wine are made yearly on the south side of the hill.

1974
The owners of the site attained a building permit to construct villas on the mountain.

1992
August
After the Cold War over with the fall of the Berlin Wall, the NSA left the building to be abandoned with no longer any use for the facility. The site was privately bought and became the property of Wilmersdorf for 5 million Deutsche Mark.

1994
May
BrightSightOut, a event planning company within Berlin, signed a contract with the property owners to rent out the space for developing events, parties, and art spaces for local artists.

1995
The attenas inside the large white domes were dismantled.

1998 - 2002
The Hotel Complex that was starting to be constructed upon the site, ended up never coming to fruition due to the stoppage of construction in 2002 when the council changed from the CDU to SPD in 2001, which resulted in frozen building plans.

2006
The original building permit expired. After the expiration of the building

Today
The decaying facility and Teufelsberg are being restored by artists, as well as welcoming visitors and events at the site. The Teufelsberg Community of Interests has also opened the site to graffiti artists. In addition, under supervision, parties, events, movie filming and historical tours are held at the HILL.
Prior to being known for the rolling, ecological hills that define Berlin today, the city maintained a flat profile contained in a densely packed city limit. A continual increase in the population resulted in an even more densely packed city limit resulting in a change in the population density, which was a primary factor impacting the political, social, and economic situation that Berliners faced in the early twentieth century. The rush of migration into the city as a result of the industrial revolution led to Berlin becoming “the world’s largest barrack style rented city” (Arandelovic & Bogunovich, 2014, p. 4). It was an urban centre created from the rapid industrialization facing the world, leading to a rapidly increasing urban population. This sharp increase in Berlin’s population led to cramped urban areas and poorly ventilated mass apartment buildings that packed a large percentage of Berlin’s working-class residents into a total area encompassing only 70 km² (Moss, 2020, p. 35). The population thus needed room to breathe, places to escape the new clouds of smoke overtaking the city, such as the Grünewald Forest.

The Grünewald forest appeared frozen in time. Prior to development on the site in the 20th century (fig. 04.29), the Grünewald comprises approximately 3,000 hectares of land located in one of Berlin’s wealthiest suburbs of the same name (“District Profil Berlin Grunewald,” n.d.). This area was included in the city limits through the amalgamation of Greater Berlin, created on April 25th, 1920 through a vote to pass the Law of
Before Berlin expanded to include the Grunewald Forest into the city boundaries, it was an exclusive Prussian royal hunting preserve in the mid-sixteenth century. It even housed a former hunting lodge and used the vast landscape to hunt wild boar and deer (Jackish, 2014). The site’s use as a hunting preserve led to it being left largely untouched by development and instead solely being occupied by the sprawling wildlife dominated by coniferous trees. As author Jackish (2014) describes, residents adored the forest’s lush greenery, something they could not find in the city. Because of Berlin’s economic expansion and growth prior to World War I, the area was under development pressure for neighborhoods that featured large mansions near the center of the city, or “villa colonies” (Jackish, 2014).

To prevent this from occurring, the special purpose resident’s

"Most of the richest Berlin families inhabit the Grunewald. It is difficult to understand why. Their villas, in all known styles of expensive ugliness, ranging from the eccentric-rococo folly to the cubist flat-roofed steel-and-glass box, are crowded together in this dank, dreary pinewood."

A17. Christopher Isherwood
(quoted in Scarcen, 2012)
association, Zweckverband Grob-Berlin, or “the Association of Greater Berlin,” purchased the Grünewald Forest from the Prussian state to secure the land. Through this purchase and resultant territorial amalgamation, a contract was established to maintain the site as a leisure destination and an area for escape for Berlin citizens (fig.04.30). This was accomplished through the new ‘Comprehensive Green Space Plan’ for Berlin, introduced in 1929. This plan focused on incorporating radial green strips to link Berlin’s parks, playgrounds, and gardens with the open ecology existing on the city’s outer edges (Jackisch, 2014, p. 316). As a part of this process, the Permanent Forest Agreement was created, requiring the forest to be preserved in its natural state. Importantly, the agreement “forbade any future sale or development and would create a wide range of recreational opportunities for Berlin’s growing population.” (Jackisch, 2014, p. 325).

Whose authority led to this plan of protection over ecology and the needs of the Berlin’s public? During this time, the Weimar Republic ruled over Germany and appointed Martin Wagner as the leading city planner of Greater Berlin. In 1915, Wagner wrote his dissertation discussing the importance of green space in city planning. “Wagner wanted to establish a systematic analysis of the usefulness of different types of green space (e.g., parks, gardens, playgrounds, forests), even going so far as to propose a statistical basis for a proper ratio of total green space per citizen in major urban centers (Jackisch, 2014, p. 311).” Wagner also argued for the need for green space legislation that would allow green space to become a prominent part of city planning. Without the efforts of Martin Wagner, the Grünewald Forest would not exist. However, despite this his initiatives, political changes would result in the transformation of Grünewald Forest.
Before Wagner and any governmental planning body could assert their power over the urban landscape of Berlin, ecology and the public activated the site on their own terms. Memories of the site from the 1920s into the 1930s, therefore, largely belonged to the public. Even though there was a governmental desire to develop the area as an extension of the city due to its proximity to Berlin’s center, the public resisted and instead the site was remained a leisure area (see fig 04.37). The lobbying of people by pro-forest groups resulted in the city government protecting the area from any future development.

This lobbying on the development of the area resulted in it gradually being overtaken by the site’s residing ecology, enhanced by the political and social needs during the time. However, when the political, social, and economical status of Berlin changed, so did the place meanings of the Grünewald Forest. The forest remained a luscious green space free from urbanization until the Nazis party’s appointment in 1933. Thus, the Bedrock foundation that first situates the site - the first layer of Teufelsberg – began with the Grünewald Forest, belonging largely to the public of Berlin.
In 1933, a new political power had taken over Germany and seemed to be very secretive regarding its future development intentions for the Grünewald Forest. Rumors started to circulate that the leadership was planning on building something in the area.

When the National Socialist German Workers’ Party (NSDAP or Nazi party) came to reign in 1933, it began to focus on a grand plan to turn Berlin into a dramatic new capital city for Germany. Known as ‘Germania,’ a project akin to a new Roman empire for Adolf Hitler where he could leave his lasting impression on the world. Germany was to feature “two huge east-west and north south boulevard axes,” including the imposition of a technical military college in the Grünewald Forest, situated along the east-west axis (Jackisch, 2014, p. 319). With this change, new legislation over land control was put in place starting with ‘The Nazi Reich Nature Protection Law’ of 1935, which placed specific Berlin areas under new nature protection regulations. Impressing many, this new legislation created the “possibility for protecting entire landscapes and curbing the destructive effects of economic development on the countryside [...] areas worthy of protection for the entire nation, a long time goal old German advocates for Naturhürt (nature protection) (Brüggemeier et al., 2005, p. 18),” including the Grünewald forest. This new urban plan was to take precedence over any other green plan previously put in place and was prioritized over any future planning initiative for
February 1940
Reichsmarschall Reichsmarschall Göring of building structures not considered important for war.

In other words, despite being defined as a protected conservation area through legislation, the Grünewald Forest's priority fell to that of the overarching plan for Germania. The forest thus became a critical part of Germania's new planning, thoroughly conceived by German Fuhrer Adolf Hitler and chief architect (officially Minister of Armaments and War Production), Albert Speer. The government planned for the construction of the Wehrtechnische Fakultät, or technical military college, developed by Speer as part of Germania's east-west axis. Through the construction of this college, Speer's design was in direct violation of the 1915 Permanent Forest Agreement, illustrating that "the overarching demands of Berlin's future architectural plans overshadowed even their stated concern with preserving one of Berlin's most popular green spaces" (Jackisch, 2014, p. 329). Through this violation, the government imposed a new narrative of Nazi supremacy upon the faintly touched forest land, changing the area's place meanings now and far into the future.

Construction of the technical military college initiated this change of place meanings defining the Grünewald Forest as illustrated in fig. 04.38. The first stone of the Wehrtechnische Fakultät technical military college, and of Germania, was laid by Hitler on November 27th, 1937 (fig. 04.41). The technical military college cost 80 million Reichsmarks (approximately $32 million USD) for the creation of the floor plans alone, "enframed by buildings..."
1. Podium
2. Bootprints
3. Flags
4. Construction Equipment

fig 04.39: NAZI GOVERNMENT TOOL KIT
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 1937
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Tool Kit:
1. Site Plan
2. Resilient Material

fig 04.40: M.F. TOOL KIT
Location: Berlin, Germany
Date: 1937
“By using special materials and by applying certain principles of statics, we should be able to build structures which even in a state of decay, after hundreds or (such were our reckonings) thousands of years would more or less resemble the Roman models. To illustrate my ideas I had a romantic drawing prepared. It showed what the reviewing stand on the Zeppelin Field would look like after generations of neglect, overgrown with ivy, its columns fallen, the walls crumbling here and there, but the outlines still clearly recognizable.”

A21. ALBERT SPEER
(quoted in Diefendorf, 1993, p. 4)

Ultimately, the Nazi promise of a new technical military college—and of the iconic capital Germania—were unfulfilled. In February 1940, when WWII intensified, Reichsmarschall Hermann Göring ordered that the construction of any new project that was not essential for wartime efforts be halted, including the Wehrtechnische Fakultät, the technical military college. This order led to the stopping of a new layer of history on this site once again. Thus, this act ultimately changed the site’s trajectory from one of increased urban development back to one dominated by ecology, free to be re-activated by Berlin’s public.
After WWII Berlin was left in ruin. The dystopian view of ruins shaped the new defining landscape of Berlin. The past political influences and years of war left a physical and mental scar across Germany, resulting in a new political divide. When the war subsided, Germany’s ruined landscape needed repair, but who was take power? How was the war-torn nation to rebuild amongst the ruin that littered the landscape? How was the nation going to repair the physical and mental scars left by the past?

The winning allied forces decided to divide the country amongst the victors who all wanted to claim a piece of their prize. As illustrated in fig. 04.43, the allied forces claimed authority over West Germany, forming The Federal Republic of Germany (F.R.G), dividing the region into three sections, each controlled by their respective allied nation. The French took the north, the British ruled the centre, and the Americans controlled the south. The Eastern side was now politically governed as the German Democratic Republic (G.D.R), a member of the Eastern Bloc during the Cold War (Pugh, 2014). The winning nations also divided Berlin, even though it was completely situated in the Eastern sector of the country. Although this new division seemed to freeze the openly hostile political atmosphere of Berlin and Germany at the time, this division created new dis-union amongst citizens.

“He found the spot where the building had stood without any difficulty. Perhaps it was the number of steps he had taken from the crossroads, or some aspect of the series of tree stumps that once had formed a tall and beautiful avenue — at any rate, something caused him to stop suddenly, look to the left, and there it was. He recognized the remains of the stairwell, picked his way across the ruins towards it; he was home.”

**A.22. Heinrich Böll**

(Boll 1994: 17 quoted in Anderson, 2015, p. 79)
With the different political positioning of the First and Second Worlds, there was the beginning of the Cold War, starting in 1947, leaving Berlin and Germany as ground zero. The war situated Germany as a proxy site for tensions between the United States and the Soviet Union. With West Germany being allied with the United States, the F.R.G. situated themselves accordingly. Similarly, the East aligned with the Soviet Union. Berlin became the invisible front line of a global stalemate. The Cold War had an immense effect on the already divided German society, and their political, economic, and social institutions (Leffler & Painter, 2005).

Before the newly established regimes could address the simmering political divide, both East and West Berlin had to repair their ruined capital. In both, the government’s answer was to hide the past destruction by planning a new artificial landscape defining liberated Berlin. The new artificial landscape is where the third layer of memories tied to this thesis lies illustrated in fig. 04.42, buried under the site, built between 1946 and 1972 (Klaus & Jüttemann, 2012).

Even though split politically, both the east and west German governments fulfilled the same plan of moving the rubble of WWII to certain sites for deposit. These sites, called Trümmerbergs or ‘rubble hills’, transformed “Berlin’s destruction into a swollen landscape, filled with the physical remnants of its past urbanity” (Anderson, 2017: p. xi). As illustrated in fig. 04.48 - 53, the shaping of this new landscape involved diverting rubble to 13 hill topographies, where the introduction of this ruin waste drastically changed the topography. These artificial hills were mostly placed in central areas of Berlin, as a quick solution to repair the city (De Maio, 2013). Specifically, in areas with “geomorphological features that would allow a project of the storage of debris in
shape of hills with no risk of polluting of the vast network of rivers and groundwater in Berlin. (De Maio, 2013, p. 536).” With some of these artificial hills, such as Rudower Höhe, illustrated in fig. 04.53, the introduction of debris drastically changed the flat landscape to an elevated mountain. Other Trümmerbergs were strategically placed to erase the architecture of Hitler’s Germany, such as at the site of Wehrtechnische Fakultät, the technical military college, situated in Grünewald Forest (De Maio, 2013), now ruled under the British and called Teufelsberg. These new deposits of rubble became carriers of the past narratives of Berlin, discarded
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fig 04.44: STRUCTURAL COLUMN
Name: Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church
Location: Berlin, Germany
Architect: Franz Schwechten
Original Built: 1891 - 1906
Material: Stone
Sent to: 2. Mont Klamott

fig 04.45: STRUCTURAL COLUMN
Name: Alexanderplatz
Location: Central Berlin, Germany
Architect: Various Architects
Original Built: 1805 - 1900
Material: Concrete
Sent to: 1. Humboldthain

fig 04.46: ROOF
Name: Brandenburg Gate
Location: Berlin, Germany
Architect: Carl Gotthard Langhans
Original Built: 1788
Material: Sandstone
Sent to: 4. Rudower Höhe

fig 04.47: LEFT TOWER
Name: Wehrtechnische Fakultät
Location: Grunewald Forest, Berlin, Germany
Architect: Albert Speer
Original Built: Started Construction in 1937
Material: Stone
Kept at: 1. Teufelsberg

fig 04.48: TRÜMMERBERGS OF BERLIN
Location: Berlin, Germany
Date: 1946+
fig 04.49: INSIDE A TRÜMMERBERG
Location: Berlin, Germany
Date: 1946
Fig 04.50: HUMBOLDTHAIN
Notable Landmark: Former Nazi anti-aircraft tower offer a new elevated view of the north of Berlin in the summer, and a sanctuary for bats in winter.
Notable Landmark: This bunker reaches a height of 78m covering an old flak tower with debris from wartime rubble. Now the old flak tower is covered in trees, and walkways to form a new park for the citizens of Berlin.
Notable Landmark: This Trümmerberg hides the early construction of the technical military college for Germania. Once filled with rubble, this Trümmerberg became the highest elevation in Berlin at 120.1m. The decaying Field Station Berlin NSA now rests on top.

Fig 04.52: Teufelsberg
Notable Landmark: This Trümmerberg hides the early construction of the technical military college for Germania. Once filled with rubble, this Trümmerberg became the highest elevation in Berlin at 120.1m. The decaying Field Station Berlin NSA now rests on top.
Notable Landmark: Park used for the viewing platform of Berlin and a toboggan run. The rubble mountain has transformed into a park for the surrounding area featuring paths for pedestrians and bicyclists.

Fig 04.53: RUDOWER RÖHE
Notable Landmark: Park used for the viewing platform of Berlin and a toboggan run. The rubble mountain has transformed into a park for the surrounding area featuring paths for pedestrians and bicyclists.
fig 04.54: W.f. DRAWING
Location: Berlin, Germany
Date: 1937

fig 04.55: TRÜMMERFAUEN MOVING RUBBLE
Location: Berlin, Germany
Date: 1945 - 1972
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NARRATIVE LANDSCAPES OF BERLIN
One of the many narratives that live within the burial grounds of the Trümmerberg ruins scattered throughout Berlin is that of the Trümmerfrauen, or rubble women. Approximately 60,000 women brought over 26 million cubic meters of rubble from war-torn Berlin to construct Teufelsberg (Danuschke, 2014) pictured in fig 01.04 and fig 04.55. These women became the builders of an artificial mountain, with construction lasting between 1946 to 1972. This rubble transfer brought the site’s final elevation to 120.1 m above sea level, Berlin’s peak. These women “were largely responsible for the tedious small-scale operations of separating rubble into reusable building materials and waste for the rubble heaps,” (Gerd Wessolek & Toland, 2017) with the unusable rubble to be transferred to the construction of the new artificial landscapes. The labour implemented by these women was tedious, with “their backs bent and hard pressed as they push carriages filled with debris” (Anderson, 2015, p. 77). It created a permanent connection between the Trümmerfrauen and the past buried narratives of the people of Berlin. “The memory of the weight, feel, and smell of the burned bricks dies with the last of the Trümmerfrauen (Gerd Wessolek & Toland, 2017, p. 2).” The people of Berlin restructured their worn torn city, to form a new Berlin amongst the rubble. With the removal of the ruins, the burial of the destruction and tumultuous past of Berlin begins, and a new Berlin can emerge.

Tool Kit:
1. Bootprints
2. Push Cart
3. Gloves
4. Shovel

fig 04.56: TRÜMMERFRAUEN TOOL KIT
Location: Berlin, Germany
Date: 1946 - 1972
While ruins and rubble were still being transported to these new Trümmerbergs, the political situation in Berlin was still chaotic. This chaos took a dramatic turn with the construction of the Berlin Wall, as illustrated in fig. 04.43. The wall created a physical divide in the city, done to define the new political boundaries that faced Berliners. The process was an abrupt one: “On August 13th, 1961, in the middle of the night, the East German government closed the border between East and West Berlin, halting people, cars, and trams in their tracks and sealing off the western sectors of the city with barbed wire (Pugh, 2014, p. 1).” The Berlin wall led to the Grünewald Forest and Teufelsberg now being situated on the west. Once a new layer of topsoil fully buried the ruins of the past, this new elevated landforms once again became an escape for the people of West Berlin.

With the introduction of this new artificial landscape through the construction of Trümmerbergs, the public of Berlin took advantage of the newly elevated cityscape. Many citizens still took day trips to the Grünewald Forest, while others went canoeing on the nearby Teufelsee lake. “With no access to the surrounding countryside, all of it being part of socialist East Germany, the Grünewald, the lakes and the beach at Wannsee where the only patches of accessible ‘nature’ that did not involve a plane ride or border controls (Scranton, 2012).” The new topographic elevation allowed for the introduction of previously unattainable
activities to Berliners. From skiing to planting a vineyard to mountain biking, the Berlin public took advantage of their newly constructed landscape, despite the political division surrounding them, (fig 04.57). Therefore, even with the government trying to bury the past, Berlin's public activated the Grünewald Forest's newfound landscape.

"Where houses and street corners had been bombed, the rubble would be removed, but few new building projects replaced what once had stood there. Factories, power stations, train stations and their infrastructure, stockyards and breweries, all stood alone, and the buildings were left in ruins."

A26. JOACHIN SCHLOR
(2018)

Along with West Berliner's re-activating the site of Grünewald Forest, the movement of rubble subsequently transferred new ecological species. This introduction of unique ecology began to hide the ruins, ultimately blurring the worn piles with a layer of 30cm to 1m of topsoil to conceal the war's remnants, as illustrated in fig 04.58. Along with the topsoil, the planting of oak and pine trees began to create a new mountain within the Grünewald Forest (Gerd Wessolek & Toland, 2017). All this transfer and movement upon the site created the new ecology found at Teufelsberg.

The ecology of the area shifted with the newly formed landscape, creating an elevated, forest-ecosystem, as illustrated in fig 04.59. With the Grünewald being a forest within a city, the ecology now found on the site “is much more dynamic and influenced by human activity” (Gandy, 2018). Species such as Salsola Pestifer moved into the site with the rubble, in addition to many other plants. A summary of the species arriving due to rubble transport can be found in the inventory of plant life in the counterpreservation code book, an excerpt of which can also be found in fig 04.60. Salsola Pestifer co-habitats with debris and, after fifteen years, fully begins to settle over the area (Gandy, 2018). Despite both the political and physical division occurring in Berlin during the Cold War, new plant ecology and the public came together to reactivate the site of the Grünewald Forest once again.
Fig 04.58: LAYERS OF TRÜMMERBERG AND SOIL Sample
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 1920 - Present
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INDEX OF ECOLOGY:

1. ARTEMISA VULGARIS
2. DYSPHANIA BOTRYS
3. DYSPHANIA PUMILIO
4. PINUS
5. QUERCUS
6. SENEIO INAEQUIDENS
7. SALSOA PAULSENII

Unique Properties:
- Best in poor to moderately fertile with dry to medium moisture. Does poorly in moist to wet soils due to root rot.

Unique Properties:
- Originally planted with the implementation of topsoil, aids in erosion control, with the roots holding soil in place and layers of pine needles helping to soften the impact of falling rain.

Unique Properties:
- Extremely water efficient, as it does not require large amounts of water to survive and populate.

Unique Properties:
- Does well in disturbed soils, or soils with lots of movement such as a decaying site. Prefers moist soil, pollinated by wind.

Unique Properties:
- Large foliage coverage, used commonly for aesthetic purposes. Home for wildlife of the surrounding area.

Unique Properties:
- Seeds are carried and moved through water, to densely populate this weed throughout the landscape.
Despite the ruins of past Berlin being reclaimed by ecology and the West Berlin public, the ruling government maintained exclusive control over Grünewald Forest and Teufelsberg. With Teufelsberg having the highest elevation in Berlin at 120.1m, this connected United States allied West Germany directly with Moscow, headquarters of the Soviet Union and the Eastern Bloc (Klaus & Jüttemann, 2012, p. 22). Teufelsberg quickly became the perfect location for a new surveillance station for monitoring the Soviet Union.

With permission from the British for access to their ruled area of West Berlin, the United States National Surveillance Agency (N.S.A.) constructed Field Station Berlin atop the artificial mountain of Teufelsberg. As a member of the wiretapping network of Echelon, Field Station Berlin’s location was an “aim of listing in on and thereby controlling the entire political and military communication of the Soviet Union” (Klaus & Jüttemann, p. 31). The N.S.A. began their use of the site in three construction phases: 1961 – 1966, the late 1960s to early 1970s, and finally, the 1980s to its abandonment in 1992. The mark first made by the organization was temporary, since they relied on mobile surveillance equipment, which then took a more permanent approach in 1964. As known today, Field Station Berlin started construction in 1968m when the N.S.A. took over 2916 square
Legend:
1. Main Operations Building
2. Teufelsberg 2
3. Document Destruction
4. Arctic Tower
5. Dingling Building
6. Power Station
7. Heating Plant
8. Electrical System
9. British Building
10. Communications
11. Guard
12. Bar

Fig 04.62: FIELD STATION BERLIN SITE PLAN
Location: Berlin, Germany
Date: 1972
NARRATIVE LANDSCAPES OF BERLIN

ACCORDING TO STASI INTEL: ACCORDING TO NSA:

1. MAIN OPERATIONS
   - 3 stories
   - Subsystems for the collection and storage of telecommunications electronic intelligence information
   - Communication center and office for the registration and control of classified documents
   - Information processing and analysis and data processing departments
   - Antenna Complexes
   - Date: 1969 - 1972
   - Size: 61m x 23m supported on a steel framework
   - Material: solid concrete floors and roof
   - Separated into 11 bays
   - Each floor is 5.5m
   - Concrete frame infilled with concrete blocks
   - Square concrete base of the central tower
   - Glazed in bullet proof glass

2. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR PERSONNEL
   - Date: 1969 - 1972
   - Size: 42m x 38m x 13
   - Material: Two story, steel framed building with breeze blocks and clad externally in blue cement sheets on steel framework
   - Windowless
   - West is a smaller annex about 35m x 15m

3. ARTIC TOWER
   - Date: 1965
   - Size: 14m x 7m x 7m
   - Second oldest surviving building
   - Three story windowless brick building
   - Ribbed aluminum sheathing
   - Red dome 16m in diameter

4. RECONNAISSANCE FACILITIES
   - The subsystem "O" is installed in the building (S/S O = search and clarification of potential target objects)
   - Date: 1963
   - Three story, 12 sided steel framed structure
   - Windowless ribbed aluminum sheathing
   - Red dome 16m in diameter

5. ADMIN BUILDING
   - Service rooms of the commander of the - Teufelsberg facility / staff area S-3
   - Headquarters of the staff area
   - Conference hall
   - Planning and training office
   - FSB training center
   - Dining room
   - Storage rooms of weapons and equipment
   - Date: 1969 and 1971
   - Extends between 1978 and 1982
   - Two story structure dug into a terrace on the southern side of the hill
   - Basement on reinforced concrete
   - Upper story is carried on a heavy steel frame

6. DINING
   - Seat of the forces for external security of the property
   - Provisions

7. ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION
   - Date: 1969 - 1972
   - Size: 52m x 27m x 10m tall
   - Seat of the forces for external security of the property
   - Provisions

8. PHOTO LAB
   - Date: 1969 - 1972
   - Size: 52m x 27m x 10m tall
   - Seat of the forces for external security of the property
   - Provisions

9. GRAPHICS DEPARTMENT
   - Date: 1969 - 1972
   - Size: 52m x 27m x 10m tall
   - Seat of the forces for external security of the property
   - Provisions

10. OPERATIONAL SUPPORT
    - Date: 1969 - 1972
    - Size: 52m x 27m x 10m tall
    - Seat of the forces for external security of the property
    - Provisions

11. PHOTO LAB
    - Date: 1969 - 1972
    - Size: 52m x 27m x 10m tall
    - Seat of the forces for external security of the property
    - Provisions

12. PHOTO LAB
    - Date: 1969 - 1972
    - Size: 52m x 27m x 10m tall
    - Seat of the forces for external security of the property
    - Provisions

fig 04.63: FIELD STATION BERLIN BUILDING INVENTORY
Location: Berlin, Germany
Date: 1972
fig 04.64: Field Station Berlin Employee Tool Kit
Location: Berlin, Germany
Date: 1972

Tool Kit:
1. Pen and Notebook
2. Minifon P55 wire reel recorder with microphone watch and microphone pen
3. Headphones
4. Paperwork
5. Document Destruction Machine

fig 04.65: Field Station Berlin Tool Kit
Location: Berlin, Germany
Date: 1963

Tool Kit:
1. Site Plan
2. White Fabric
3. Concrete
4. Stucco
5. Steel Beams/Column
6. Steel Dome Frame
7. Brick
“What do we listen to? Any radio signal that went through the air—whether it was Morse code or short wave, we listened as much as we could to everything. Much of it was sent in clear text. In the 1960s and the 1970s, they did not have the possibility to encode, send a message, decode and send it back quickly.”

Christopher Mclaren (quoted in Smith & Shand, 2016, p. 109)

The Field Station Berlin campus comprised 13 buildings, as illustrated in fig. 04.66-68, all designed and planned with secrecy as the priority. By the 1980s, the facility encompassed the entire summit of the artificial mountain. The architecture is unique in that it was created for one of the most secretive areas of the government, as illustrated by the design of each structure illustrated in the inventory found in fig. 04.63 of this document. It illustrates an approach to design intended to keep secrets in and onlookers out. A key area to keep this secrecy is the document destruction building, which housed two industrial paper shredders. After documentation was sent to this building for shredding, it was then sent off site to be burned (Cocroft & Schofield, 2019, p. 103). Similarly, two of the main buildings, the British Building and Teufelsberg 2, have no exterior windows, done to ensure the secrecy of the inside work. Just to advance into the main office buildings, one would have to “pass through at least three security checks (Cocroft & Schofield, 2019, p. 113).” The five iconic domes that marked the site, termed “arctic domes” due to the materiality of the protective geodesic domes designed by Buckminster Fuller, an American architect-engineer were used for the protection and security of the radar equipment. These domes “were 75 percent non-metallic and covered in fiberglass panels that are pervious to radar and radio emissions, while offering weather protection and concealment (Cocroft & Schofield, 2019, p. 160)” also marking the buildings of belonging to the western world. The final finish to the buildings was through a blue and white painted colour scheme, to hide in plain sight and blend in with the Berlin skyline (Cocroft & Schofield, 2019, p. 160). Therefore, in every inch of the architecture, from movement control to the building’s façade...
As Field Station Berlin was surveilling the Eastern Bloc, the Eastern Bloc was also surveilling Field Station Berlin. Despite West Berlin’s great efforts toward secrecy, the Ministry for State Security (Ministerium für Staats sicherheit) or STASI, the government surveillance sector of the GDR, gained intelligence over aspects of Field Station Berlin. As illustrated in fig 04.66, this thesis features documentation about Field Station Berlin attained from the STASI database. Thus, even with measures of confidentiality and secrecy, Field Station Berlin was not completely secretive.

The operations at Field Station Berlin halted with the fall of the Berlin Wall in November of 1989. This led to a reunification of divided Germany, and was associated with the broader break-up of the Soviet Union (Cocroft & Schofield, 2019, p. 163). The N.S.A. left Field Station Berlin to be closed by the Closure Task Force on Thursday, January 16, 1992. Up until August 1992 the task force spent six months “dismantling equipment and on August 11 its facilities were handed over to the United States Army (Taylor, 2004, p. 223).” Soon forgotten and abandoned by the government, the narratives left by Field Station Berlin’s architecture were forced to face a new layer of history, brought on by the surrounding ecology and public.

"Most Teufelsberg soldiers remember their time in Berlin fondly. Especially because we find that we are playing a meaningful role in peacefully ending the Cold War – by being watchful for 30 years."

A30. JOHN *  
(quoted in Klaus & Jüttemann, 2012, p. 44)
“People have been meeting on Teufelsberg in Berlin’s Grunewald since 2013.” for a painting session of a special kind under the motto - THE ART OF LIVING 2016. The artistic exchange between Berlin writers and the rest of the urban art world is promoted by the GRAFFITI LOBBY BERLIN. There are “walls without end” and “the rise from ruins”. Artists from all times and styles of graffiti were brought together. The whole spectrum of aerosol creativity shines, a celebration of styles, characters and colors.”

A31. GRAFFITI LOBBY BERLIN
(Graffiti Lobby Berlin, n.d.)

Today, remnants of the old Field Station Berlin can still be found at Teufelsberg, although with a new surface finish, completed by the public of Berlin and environmental forces. The site has been left and forgotten by both the American government and now the Berlin government. In true Berliner fashion, the locals have used the unwanted government ruin as a blank canvas, hosting a wide range of public activities. Teufelsberg has thus been re-activated once again with the public placing their own narrative upon the site.

In reflecting on Field Station Berlin, we see that once the political power in control no longer deems a building or landscape useful, the loss of its rich place meanings can occur. Abandonment of former government buildings is common throughout Berlin due to the tumultuous political environment of the city’s past, and as a result the city’s landscape being littered with abandoned government buildings, as illustrated in fig. 04.69. Every coming change of governmental power resulted in a new place meaning for Teufelsberg and more abandoned government buildings left for the surrounding public and ecology to claim (fig. 04.72). The Field Station Berlin site was sold to the developers Gruhl and Partner in the late 1990s, to be turned into a hotel and residence and to completely give the site a new place meaning. However, the building permit fell through in 2004, and this new project never came to fruition (Gruhl-Koeln - Gruhl and Partners, n.d.).
Location: Berlin, Germany
Date: Present
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fig 04.69: ABANDONED GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
Location: Berlin, Germany
Date: Present
As a result, Field Station Berlin was to be torn down and the afforestation of the grounds was to occur, as ordered by the senate administration, once again erasing the past place meanings of the site. However, the government illustrated that this was not a priority as they could not buy back the grounds with the costly mortgage of over 30 million Euros (Klaus & Jüttemann, 2012, p. 60). Now, Field Station Berlin sits slowly decaying.

Field Station Berlin has thus been left by the governmental organizations who previously controlled them. As illustrated in figs 04.73-87, the structures on the site have been left to be consumed by the surrounding environment through decay and erosion. “Teufelsberg has spent more time as derelict structures than as operational units, and all now have complex post-abandonment biographies” (Cocroft & Schofield, 2019, p. 163), “as illustrated in the new building inventory of the site in fig 04.75. Notably, the maintenance buildings have been removed, with only their foundations remaining. In addition to environment dictated surface finishing through decay, as “all the windows on the site are smashed, the material covering of the radome tower is ripped, interior walls demolished and fires have destroyed some areas” (Klaus & Jüttemann, 2012, p. 164). Ultimately, although these spaces are wastelands in their original creators’ eyes, both the public and surrounding ecology have always activated them and kept them alive with energy.

Whenever the government did not want total reign over Teufelsberg through either construction or surveillance, the Berlin public has activated the landscape. Due to the Grünwald Forest’s location near the center of Berlin, Berliners desired that the area remain a forest and escape from the city. The public of Berlin continues to activate the site with energy and art through re-surfacing the architecture to a new graffiti gallery and outdoor...
leisure space, as illustrated in the site photos in fig. 04.76-87. This site layered with the past now again belongs to the people of Berlin, as of “May 2012 Shalmon Abraham (artist and leader of Verein Berlin Teufelsberg, Association of Berlin Teufelsberg) took over the lease with a view to encouraging artistic use of the site (Klaus & Jüttemann, 2012, p. 166).” However, Abraham imposed his own narrative upon the site, charging admission to the historical layered landmark (Hill, 2014). Not only have the public returned to leave their impressions on the artificial mountain, so too has the surrounding ecology, even with some restrictions to the site still remaining, due to the new caretaker.

In addition to the public of Berlin reclaiming their agency over the site, the ecology has done the same. The overgrown trees have created large canopies: these wastelands or Branchen of Berlin, where the ecology is reclaiming areas of destruction. The ecology is imposing its agency over sites previously taken away from it. “Even a cracked pavement or neglected parking lot, with its own ecological dynamics, can serve as a king of small-scale landscapes (Gandy, 2018).” Therefore, through these landscapes of destruction and abandonment, the surrounding ecology never abandons a landscape but grasps it while telling its own site history. “The wastelands [including Teufelsberg], tell the history of Berlin through the lens of spontaneous nature” (Gandy, 2018). Despite the architectural and political agency formerly forced upon the site, the surrounding ecology will always have a lasting impression on Teufelsberg’s landscape.

Thus, once an area such as Teufelsberg is unusable due to the political situation, a site full of place meanings becomes abandoned and joins the network of abandoned government buildings that litter the Berlin landscape. Although deemed useless by the previous government, the public never abandons
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these narrative landscapes. Both the public and surrounding ecology continue to activate them with energy, although different from the government and the architect’s original intentions. The legacy of Teufelsberg illustrates that architecture is only temporal, whereas the actual agency over the site belongs with the public and surrounding ecology. But the question remains, how can a designer offer a unique means of site intervention capable of capturing the complexity of existing place meanings while still supporting reactivation by contemporary society?
fig 04.73: FIELD STATION BERLIN TODAY
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 2020
Site Images

Legend:
1. Main Operations Building
2. Teufelsberg 2
3. Document Destruction
4. Arctic Tower
5. Dining Building
6. Power Station
7. Heating Plant
8. Electrical System
9. British Building
10. Communications
11. Guard
12. Bar

Fig 04.74. Field Station
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 2020

Fig 05.74. Teufelsberg Site Plan
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 2020
1. **Level 1 used as storage**
   - Level 2 and 3 are used as a curated Graffiti Area, locked to general public
   - Roof used as Event Space, currently locked as it does not meet fire protection guidelines
   - Antenna Domes used as meeting/event spaces

2. **Interior Spaces still in ruin**
   - Eastern block removed

3. **Exterior Covered in Graffiti**
   - Old Machines still on site

4. **Exterior Covered in Graffiti**
   - Dome as a small meeting space

5. **Covered in graffiti**
   - Lower area used as parking and outdoor event space

6. **Destroyed in the late 1990s to being work on the transformation of the complex into a hotel**

7. **Destroyed in the late 1990s to being work on the transformation of the complex into a hotel**

8. **Destroyed in the late 1990s to being work on the transformation of the complex into a hotel**

9. **Covered in graffiti**
   - Interior crumbling and falling apart

10. **Covered in graffiti**
    - Interior crumbling and falling apart

11. **Covered in graffiti**
    - Entrance blocked by ecological artwork

12. **Covered in graffiti**
    - Interior crumbling and falling apart
    - Damaged by fire

---

**Fig 04.75: Field Station Berlin Building Inventory**

Location: Berlin, Germany

Date: 2020
fig 04.76: ENTRANCE TO SITE
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 2016

fig 04.77: ENTRANCE TO SITE, UNDER DINING FACILITY
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 2011

fig 04.78: OUTDOOR CONCERT
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 2012

fig 04.79: INDOOR EVENT
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 2012
fig 04.80: SIDE OF MAIN OPERATIONAL BUILDING
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 2011

fig 04.81: INSIDE MAIN OPERATIONAL BUILDING
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 2014

fig 04.82: GEODESIC DOME
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 2010

fig 04.83: VIEW FROM TOWER OF MAIN OPERATIONS BUILDING
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 2013
fig 04.84: GRAFFITI OVERTAKING THE ARCHITECTURE
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 2014

fig 04.85: UNDERGROUND TUNNELS LEADING TO MAINTENANCE BUILDINGS
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 2013

fig 04.86: DECAYING INSIDE STRUCTURE
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 2010

fig 04.87: RUINS OF THE BUILDING MAINTENANCE BUILDINGS
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 2017
fig 05.88:
WEATHERING
EXPLORATION 5
Date: Present Day

DECAY AS DESIGN
AT TEUFELSBERG
The first design approach to the site is an installation that will initiate a conversation about the layers of memory that exist at Teufelsberg. This installation provides a first design step toward providing recognition to the site, marking the remembrance of the conditions of the site today. A precedent for this work is a similarly-intentioned installation by Christo and Jeanne-Claude, entitled the “Wrapping of the Reichstag,” illustrated in fig. 05.89. Christo and Jeanne-Claude’s installation of almost 45,000 miles of yarn creates a silver aluminum-coated polypropylene fabric “to mirror the greyness of the skies over Berlin” (Hanssen, 1998). By covering the main government building of Berlin, it provided conversation around the political and social turmoil that Berlin was facing after reunification in 1991.

In addition to drawing from this design precedent, a Counterpreservation codebook has been started to collate design intentions for Teufelsberg. The Codebook and the installation will provide the initial design approach to the site, to create conversations about previous site meanings and to start re-activation, not just through the use of the landscape of Teufelsberg, but also through new oral narratives of the people of Berlin.

The first key part of this design phase was the development of the Counterpreservation Code Book, as illustrated in fig 05.90. This book features tactics for architects and the public to draw...
from when choreographing the decay of living structures. They can do so while ultimately still being activated by the greater public and ecology, who ultimately determine the use and programming of the site. Some key tactics include introducing the forces of the natural elements upon the site: air, earth, fire/sun, and water, and thinking about how to use these as a mode of counter-preserving the site, with an index on ecology who have reclaimed the site (a page excerpt can be seen in fig 04.60 and fig 05.98). Also featured in the code book are site narrative tactics, from artifacts to oral histories and public inscriptions, featuring using the Document Destruction Building as a narrative posting board, to portray a counter argument of the precious destruction of narratives that occurred inside the building. Alternate pages such as an index on painting techniques, featuring the decaying of effects of paint to erode specific areas faster upon site. Finally, another section how to improve the structural reinforcement of the architecture, for allowing the continual use of the site, by not only the public, but ecology, as well, such as raised walkways for ecology to not be disturbed while people can roam throughout the site. And finally, program adaptation, focusing on ways the public can impose their own programming and ideas upon the site, with the help of the architect, seen as the choreographer. This catalogue is to be viewed as a palimpsest, which can be rewritten several times, something having diverse layers beneath the surface, passed from architect to architect, each adding their own ideas and layers to the book.

The idea of this book is to pass forward concepts of activating a building without compromising by erasing past site meanings, or only preserving these past site meanings through a glass wall.

In addition to the code book, this design phase includes an artistic intervention at Teufelsberg. Many people recognize the visible layers of the site: the decaying surveillance station and the layers of graffiti using the carcass as a canvas (fig.04.73). However, many do
not know the layers of history buried below. For this intervention, pictured in fig 05.91, the entire architecture of Field Station Berlin will be ‘redacted’ with a water soluble, Vantablack paint, temporarily erasing the marks of the graffiti artists. “Vantablack is a pigment that reaches a level of darkness that’s so intense,” that what is painted appears to disappear into a wall of black (“Their Dark Materials,” 2020). Although black paint references the redaction and secrecy that took place at Field Station Berlin, it is also the absence of all colour created through the combination of all colour, referencing the temporal re-activation that the site has had through the citizens of Berlin through injecting the multitude of narratives present at Teufelsberg. Over the period of four nights, different buildings will be painted. This will provoke new discussions amongst citizens and the media, in many ways seen as a violation of present site narratives. Importantly, this erasure of the present will bring awareness of the erasure that occurred in the past, when the past narratives of Berlin were suppressed underneath the rubble of this artificial mound.

In addition, this event will reference the opposite of what the original Field Station Berlin façade was supposed to reference, namely a completed architecture in a blue and white painted colour scheme, done to hide the buildings in plain sight and to blend in with the Berlin skyline (Cocroft & Schofield, 2019, p. 160). Through this installation, this previous camouflaging of the structures is reversed in which the camouflage from previous is erasure is evoked into a black spot in the Berlin sky. As, in contrast, the Vantablack will cause more eyes to be drawn to the site, as a black scar emerges in the night. Redaction of the site provides the first design approach focused on an initial design of site intervention capturing the complexity of the existing place meanings, giving the site a rebirth amongst the discussions between citizens.
Fig 05.92: REDACTED SITE EVENT - AXONOMETRIC
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day
INDEX OF PAINTING TECHNIQUES:

1. ACCESS WATER
2. ADDITION OF ALCOHOL
3. ADDITION OF VINEGAR
4. BLISTERING
5. FAADING
6. FLAKING
7. MUSTING
8. SAGGING
9. SAPONIFICATION

TECHNIQUE:
ADD AN ACCESS OF OIL TO PAINT.

TECHNIQUE:
ADD AN ACCESS OF WATER TO APPLY A THIN LAYER OF PAINT.

TECHNIQUE:
SLOW DOWN THE RATE OF DRYING. THIS WILL ALLOW WATER SOLUBLE IRON SALTS TO BE LEACHED THROUGH THE PAINT FILM.

TECHNIQUE:
APPLY AN EXTRA THICK LAYER OF PAINT TO A SURFACE.

TECHNIQUE:
APPLY LAYERS TO DIRECT SUNLIGHT AREAS.

TECHNIQUE:
EXPOSE THE PAINT SURFACE TO AN EXCESS OF CHEMICALS, SUCH AS ALKALIS.

TECHNIQUE:
ADD ALCOHOL TO THIN THE PAINT.

TECHNIQUE:
ADD VINEGAR TO THIN THE PAINT.

TECHNIQUE:
DO NOT PREP THE SURFACE!

- Papering Techniques to help Decay
- LaCerografia
- Chorography
During Night 1 of the redaction of the decaying Field Station Berlin, only the document destruction building (number 3 in fig. 04.74) will be painted, as illustrated to the left. The paint used for the redaction of this building will be exposed to alkaline chemicals to achieve the decaying affect noted in fig 05.94. Specifically, this effect is chosen to recognize the permanent erasure of narrative impressions that occurred at Field Station Berlin through a chemical reaction. It is a painting style noted in the counterpreservation code book. By starting the site's redaction process slowly, this will cause initial public interest in what is happening at Teufelsberg, symbolizing the intrigue that occurred when the station was initially installed. Previously, this building represented the utmost security on site, as it maintained the secrecy of the on-goings of Field Station Berlin. “Massive amounts of paper came through this room to be pulped and shredded before being taken off site to be burnt” (Cocroft & Schofield, 2019, p. 102). Therefore, through redacting the document destruction building first, this is a reference to the historical erasure that occurred in this structure.
During Night 2, pictured in figure 05.95, accelerated redaction of the architecture will occur. This night will redact the most iconic symbols of the site, the 4 remaining geodesic arctic domes along with the main building of the site, illustrated in fig. 04.74, as number 1 and 4. Every photograph of the decaying site features these domes, deteriorating and ripping at seems. In the past, these domes collected the intelligence information analyzed at Field Station Berlin, as inside the domes were “rotating antennae designed to intercept different radio frequencies” (Cocroft & Schofield, 2019, p. 37). During this night, these domes will be replaced with black integrated solar panels, illustrated in fig 05.136, to symbolize a redaction of the marks and narratives of today, while preparing for re-activation of the site in the future. The panels will be semitransparent to allow light to still enter through the domes, creating a new experience with the domes than previously, implying a light interior with the heavy dark exterior caused by the paint. Through solar energy, these planes will help activate the site and architecture at all times, not just during the day. The paint applied to the structural frame of these domes will be applied in thin coats, another technique taken from the counterpreservation codebook, which will give the surface treatment indicated in fig. 05.95 as technique 5. Through the thin coat, and with help from the direct solar exposure, the paint will fade quicker, re-revealing the past underneath layers, complete with their narratives that were redacted by the black paint. Specially, this technique is chosen for these structures because the main operations building—building 1—is the largest structure serving as a canvas for graffiti. Thus, revealing the past narratives of this structure should occur first, through the thinnest coat of paint. The actions of this night accelerate the redaction process and are intended to cause a larger social stir through the redaction of the most iconic structures of the site.
During Night 3, further redaction of Field Station Berlin will occur. Throughout this night, the remainder of the previously heavily secured areas of the site (illustrated in fig. 05.96) will be painted black. Previously, “the security of the more sensitive areas was guarded by a 30-strong platoon of United States Army military police personnel based in the man Guard-room” (illustrated in 04.74 as building number 11). The buildings for this will be applied with a paint with an access of water, resulting in the surface texture shown in fig. 05.96 as technique 6, which is one of flaking peeling paint. This technique is another listed in the counterpreservation code book. This flaking paint mirrors the past deterioration that occurred on the site overall, in things like the ripping fabric of the domes. In turn, it helps with discovering previous hidden narratives cloaked by secrecy in these areas. This flaking will act almost as miniature windows revealing previous graffiti narratives marked on these buildings. This effect contrasts with how these two buildings had no actual windows, keeping the secrecy of Field Station Berlin inside. Finally, by Night 3, the majority of Field Station Berlin will be redacted in black paint, causing public intrigue about the site to grow significantly, in turn promoting new site visits and the broader re-activation by the public.
The Final Night. This is the final mark of redaction on Field Station Berlin. During Night 4, the remaining dining hall (building number 5 in fig. 04.74) will be painted. This structure is the last to be redacted due to the fact that it was previously the least secure and most public building on the Field Station Berlin campus. This building marked the integration of civilians and employees, as well as interactions amongst the British and Americans working at Field Station Berlin. “Except for some of the smaller kitchen facilities in the operations buildings, this was the principal dining facility and was jointly used by British and American military personnel of all ranks, and civilian employees. The facility was run by the US Army and ran for 24 hours a day providing meals for the thousand-plus personnel who worked on the site” (Cocroft & Schofield, 2019, p. 150). The paint applied to this facility will be thick, with less water added, as illustrated in fig. 05.97, since this structure held events where employees gained a closer bond amongst one another and created new impressionable narratives at the site. Thus, after the redaction of this structure, Field Station Berlin would appear to be entirely redacted to the public, all the new narratives impressed upon the site through graffiti and other activities, gone. This final night will cause even more public conversation about the erasing of narratives present on the site. It will, in turn, set the stage for discussions about the past narratives buried underneath Field Station Berlin, set by a final event during this night. This event will feature the erasure of Field Station Berlin as the discussion highlight. It will involve an event of discussions on oral narratives and past narrative impressions imposed on the site to be past from person-to-person.
The last stage in this site intervention is unique in that it moves away from a human-directed process to one led by the site’s ecology. This stage is in collaboration with the surrounding ecology, and its duration is dependent on biophysical processes, including those tied to weather like rain, snow, and sunlight. As noted previously, the black paint is water-soluble, which will ensure the non-erasure of the graffiti marks present on Field Station Berlin. As soon as the entirety of the decaying structure is painted black, the surrounding ecology will provide the finishing touches as “in the process of subtracting the “finish” of a construction, weathering adds the “finish” of the environment (Mostafavi & Leatherbarrow, 1993, p. 16),” as illustrated in fig 05.103. The only exception to this process is the document destruction building, which acted as a living memorial of Field Station Berlin and the collection of secretive information that occurred at the campus. Through the growing presence of the surrounding ecology and public, this will reveal the past narratives of both Field Station Berlin and the more contemporary graffiti artists who claim these structures as a canvas.
fig 05.99: REDACTED SITE EVENT REVEAL
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day
Through precipitation and solar exposure, the black paint will fade and wash off, revealing the hidden narratives that lie beneath. The black paint applied is composed of seeds and fertilizer, which will now be transferred to the ground below, as illustrated in fig. 05.100. As the black paint drips to the ground, the seeds and fertilizer infused in the paint will saturate the ground, to allow for surrounding ecology further nutrient needed to reclaim the decaying field station.

Therefore, the black paint will convey the temporality of the site. The layers of narratives present upon a site: the ecology, the public, and the architect are all connected, layered one on top of another, marking their own narrative impressions upon the site, each rewriting the definition of Teufelsberg. In addition, this design process implies the idea of how an architectural idea might be enforced upon a site, it is up to the surrounding public and ecology to activate and claim the site as desired.
**fig 05.101:** SIDE OF OPERATIONS AND TEUFELSBERG 2  
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany  
Date: 2020

**fig 05.102:** LEISURE AREA NEAR ENTRANCE  
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany  
Date: 2020

**fig 05.103:** INSIDE THE MAIN OPERATIONS BUILDING LOOKING OUT  
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany  
Date: 2020

**fig 05.104:** VIEW FROM BELOW  
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany  
Date: 2020
fig 05.106: REDACTING BUILDING
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 2020

fig 05.108: REDACTION OF ARCHITECTURE ONLY
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 2020

fig 05.107: EVENT DURING REDACTION
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 2020

fig 05.108: REDACTION OF TEUFELSBERG
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: 2019

NARRATIVE LANDSCAPES OF BERLIN

05. DECAY AS DESIGN AT TEUFELSBERG
The next phase of the design approach looks at the campus of Field Station Berlin in the near future. This proposal addresses the needs of the four main stakeholders of the site: the past narratives and place meanings still etched into the Teufelsberg landscape, the surrounding ecology, the surrounding public’s need for the site, and the decaying Field Station Berlin. The role of the design is ultimately to enhance the ability of use of the landscape by allowing both the public and ecology gain access to all areas and surfaces of the site amongst the decay of Field Station Berlin, while also referencing the past narratives of the landscape’s former place meanings. The design proposal will become a larger palimpsest of narratives upon the vast landscape of Teufelsberg, a place where the past holds a conversation with the future.
The design proposal will focus on three key activation strategies. First is the installation of walkways throughout the site. As illustrated in fig 05.115, these walkways each represent a different key layer of the narratives present at Teufelsberg. Second is the removal of portions of exterior walls, which will allow previously inaccessible spaces to be opened to either the public or ecology, becoming completely accessible and open to weathering. Finally, the last key aspect to the proposal is to provide ways to ensure the site becomes a catalyst for re-activation by the public and surrounding ecology through curating spaces that call upon the public to re-activate the structures.
Fig 05.111:
SITE PLAN
Location: Teufelsberg,
Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day

01. TRACING THE PAST

TRANSCENDING TIME

A TRACING TRAIL OF 2020

A TRACING TRAIL OF 1992

A TRACING TRAIL OF 1937
The first design approach applied to the decaying landscape of Teufelsberg is the installation of new walkways to trace the past narratives that previously existed on the site. As additive structures, these walkways provide re-activation while still respecting previous place meanings that the landscape of Teufelsberg holds. The public will be able to gain further access to all surfaces for marking their narrative impression upon the site, through art and graffiti. As illustrated in fig 05.112, the introduction of a narrative impression walkway provides further surfaces for art installations and graffiti, something currently desired by the public of Berlin. The walkways will also provide more space for navigating the site, and easy cycling routes around the landscape, while other activities also occur, such as community gatherings, workshops, and community gardens, also previously desired by the public. Finally, through the introduction of these walkways, larger events can be held, such as concerts, where an entertainment stage is raised above the ground space below. Instead of just using the decrepit Field Station Berlin as a backdrop for re-activation, these pathways allow today’s public and ecology to trace the past individual narratives of actors who once used the site, creating a living monument amongst a living ruin amongst re-activation.

In total, there are four walkways with key moments of interconnection. To indicate a transition in walkway, the orientation of the steel surface will change. Through this approach, users will be able to decipher which walkway they are on without direct signage. As illustrated in fig 05.112, to indicate being on the Tracing Trail of 1937, for example, Corten Steel lines the exterior walls, acting as a barrier between the user and the surrounding soil. Similarly, each new walkway will provide a different orientation or pattern of the steel, to be used as both a historical indication amongst reactivation and a way-finding device.
A TRACING TRAIL OF 1937

fig 05.113:
PLAN OF A TRACING TRAIL
OF 1937
Location: Teufelsberg,
Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day
This walkway traces the footprints of the tumultuous past of Berlin in the 1930s. The route follows the building footprint of the Nazi-era Technical Military College, as illustrated in fig 05.113. The walkway is named Tracing Trail of 1937, linking to the start of construction for the military college. This walkway allows citizens to trace the footprints of history, while also re-appropriating these areas and creating their own unique impression narratives on the site, through community events, and graffiti installations. This creates a conversation between the narratives of the past and the narratives of the future.

Each feature of this pathway invites for current Berliners to interact with the past, without having to read about previous place meanings on a static plaque. As such, this pathway acknowledges the intended impression of Albert Speer upon the site. By placing this pathway below grade like the rubble-immersed military college, this indicates that the design was the first critical layer that impacted the site, creating part of the foundation of Teufelsberg today. It places users directly beside the buried aspects of Berlin’s past, including the mounds of rubble and ruins of the Nazi Technical Military College. Some features of the walkway are open to above, where users will gradually descend into a trench, as illustrated in fig 05.114. This trench will lead to entirely underground areas. This trench is peeling back to reveal the hidden layers of memories buried at the site at a macro scale. This same peeling back occurs through the erosion of Field Station Berlin and peeling of paint from the first step in this design approach.

The main underground pathway traces a scaled down version of...
path marking the Berlin Wall, conveying the resulting impact of Hitler's impressions upon Germany. Although not imposed as a direct narrative impression upon Teufelsberg, the creation and destruction of the Berlin Wall imposed a resulting impact to the landscape, which is why it is included amongst the design approach. Finally, this path allows users to see the re-activation impacts of the site even from below. Allowing users to inscribe their own mark on the palimpsest of memories Teufelsberg has become.

At the centre of the site, it connects to 3 large water storage tanks previously serving as underground maintenance buildings for the campus. As a part of this design intervention, these old foundations and previous old underground passageways of Field Station Berlin, have been retrofitted to hold the water storage tanks, further discussed later on, as illustrated in the Section A-A in fig. 05.115. Thus, through tracing the path of the Nazi Technical Military College, this design captures the complexity of existing place meanings while supporting contemporary reactivation.
Plan of a Tracing Trail of 1992
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day

Fig 05.116: Plan of a Tracing Trail of 1992
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day
The next walkway traces the narratives of the past Field Station Berlin, marking the location of the old fence that blocked viewers and citizens from stepping into the site. This key pathway around the site is raised above grade level and encircles the site in two key areas on the outside, marking the location of the old fence and on the interior, marking the secure pathway that allowed employees to traverse the campus, as illustrated in fig 05.116. Both of these new walkways are elevated, allowing viewers to look down upon spaces that were previously hidden, as well provide new viewpoints and access to areas previously band. By allowing users to walk on top of the location of the previous Field Station Berlin fence, this profanes the former boundary of secrecy; Users can view what others are using the site for, such as community gardening, artist installations, and concerts. The elevation will provide easier access for graffiti artists to install their narrative impression upon the structure, as well as safer access to all points of the structure. Ultimately, blurring the boundary previously established upon the site, users can look in upon Field Station Berlin while simultaneously looking out at the landscape of Berlin.

The Corten texture for this pathway is indicated by vertical plank boards, as illustrated in fig 05.117. The gaps between the boards allow this pathway to interact with the pathways below, similar to the Tracing Trail of 2020, mentioned later on. These voids allow users to view others who are tracing different layers of the site below. In addition, these voids allow the surrounding ecology to grasp on, as they, too, interact and re-activate the site to slowly decay and reclaim Field Station Berlin through attaching itself upon these panels, to gain further access to higher areas of the structures. Finally, this raised pathway is supported by the
surrounding ecology itself, as the Corten structure that supports the raised pathway circulates and grasps on existing oak and pine trees, as illustrated in fig 05.118 in Section B-B. These species are also noted in the counterpreservation code book excerpt page of ecological inventory noted in fig 04.60. This new walkway is thus designed in tandem with the surrounding ecology, while also tracing the past narratives that defined the former place meanings of Teufelsberg.

Finally, this walkway crosses over other pathways and movements throughout the landscape. This crossover indicates the overlapping of different time periods and place meanings. These pathways align to create conversations between the different historical narratives located at Teufelsberg. In addition to referencing former narratives, these walkways allow new narratives to access more surfaces of the site. More areas for new narratives to be written over top of old. These overlaps are indicated in the sections present throughout this thesis, as well as in fig 05.119, a view from the 1937 pathway.
Fig 05.119: Section/ Perspective from a trailing trail of 1937
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day
fig 05.120:
PLAN OF A TRACING TRAIL OF 2020
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day
The next key pathway will trace the footprints of people using the site today. Currently, the site is used as a living ruin for the leisure activities of the people of Berlin. This pathway, as illustrated in fig 05.120, traces their most common journeys; the path in which visitors to the site take while marveling at the ruinscape in front of them. Although this walkway does not represent any specific previous historical site meanings, the narratives of the people currently using the site are also important memories. The people of Berlin have continuously used the landscape of Teufelsberg, regardless of bouts of governmental restrictions, declaring it theirs; “Berliners were never shy about offering a stage even to basically meaningless things. Even the rubble of their destroyed city could be put to good use!” (Klaus & Jüttemann, 2012, p. 21). This raised pathway will create a directionally tool for moving circulation throughout the site to different activities, such as concerts, group activities, the graffiti covering every surface. This walkway connects each of the new walkways. Therefore, their impressionable layer is marked by this walkway, entitled A Tracing Trail of 2020, to memorialize the public of Berlin’s more contemporary impressions on the site amongst the past layers that constructed this artificial mound.

The texture for this pathway is grated Corten steel. As illustrated in figure 05.121, this texture will help users orient themselves on the pathway, due to its translucency. In addition, this pathway is raised above the ground, which provides an armature and space for surrounding ecology, enabling it to move freely amongst the citizens of Berlin. A similar notion of promoting ecology was achieved at Natur-Park Südgelände. This elevated walkway allows the site’s ecology to remain undisturbed, in turn respecting and preserving the past histories of what this spontaneous ecology holds. For example, Dysphania Botrys, a now-native species of
Teufelsberg that migrated to the site through war-time rubble, grows throughout the landscape, and can now attach itself to the underside of the grated walkway, moving as it pleases throughout the site. This plant species is marked in the counterpreservation codebook excerpt in fig 04.60, and can be seen in fig 05.121.

In addition, the grated pathway will allow the users visual connections to other walkways, especially when the pathway crosses overtop lower walkways, indicated in Section A-A in fig 05.122. When each of these walkways overlaps, this indicates the transcendence of time, where past place meanings are connected and woven together—each defining part of the narrative of Teufelsberg today. While allowing for places of traditional programming of compliance, such as concert stages, and food markets to exist amongst past site memories, these walkways do not interfere with the definition of the desired programming for the site defined by its re-activators, the site’s users. Thus, users can still interject programming of non-compliance, at all times of day. Night Programming for the intervention is illustrated in Section A-a in fig 06.122, and throughout other sections through the black callouts.
Fig 05.123:
PLAN OF SITE RAMPS
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day
Although the layers of these walkways re-activating the site of Teufelsberg indicates the layers of past place meanings defining the landscape, how users change from one pathway to another is also a critical part of the design approach. Through these changes in elevation, the user transcending time, moving from one previous layer of Teufelsberg’s history to another. These elevation changes allow the current users of the site, both the public and ecology, to have conversation with past site place meanings while re-activating the site today, blurring the boundaries of time.

A key pathway component are the multiple ramping features. Similar to the Corten walkways, these ramping features indicate former narratives present at Teufelsberg. As illustrated in fig. 05.123, they connect different surface planes and reference the construction of the artificial mound of Teufelsberg from its previously flat elevation of the Grünewald Forest. The gradual change in elevation symbolizes how rubble deposited by the Trümmerfrauen changed the profile of the surrounding landscape. Thus, these ramps reference the narratives of these women who raised the profile of Teufelsberg Hill. The act of traveling up and down these ramps will trace the same movements of the Trümmerfrauen. Thus, through the continual site re-activation, these actors are simultaneously referencing past narratives.
All walkway egresses will be constructed out of concrete. Similar to Corten Steel, concrete contains an impressionable surface capable of staining and cracking due to the surrounding environmental conditions. In addition, concrete will act as way-finding tool to indicate to the user a change in elevation on the site. Illustrated in fig. 05.124, the ramping concrete will allow site users to vertically circulate the site. Through the installation of a metal lattice on the surface, this will also allow the surrounding ecology to inhabit the site, as well.
fig 05.126: PLAN OF SITE STAIRCASES
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day

TRANSCENDING TIME - STAIR CASES
Similar to the ramps throughout the site, the stairs will be constructed out of concrete. As illustrated in fig. 05.127 and can be seen in Section D-D in fig. 05.128, a metal lattice will be applied to allow for not only the public to transcend and interact with all layers of walkways, but also for the surrounding ecology, such as the Dysphania Botrys, which does well in disturbed soils, or soils with lots of movement such as a circulation areas. These elevation changes allow for the re-activation of Teufelsberg while respecting the former place meanings of the site.
Fig 05.128: Section D-D
Scale: 1:125
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day

NARRATIVE LANDSCAPES OF BERLIN
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05. DECAY AS DESIGN AT TEUFELSBERG
The next key design approach for the site of Teufelsberg is through the treatment of existing walls and surfaces. Surfaces are boundaries, whether that be a boundary separating the interior from the exterior, or one separating movements of time. Thus, the treatment of site surfaces will convey the breaking of these boundaries. The boundaries that separate different layers of memory and prevent narratives from blurring together and morphing into one another.
The walls, roofs, and floors of Field Station Berlin are the first boundaries in which this design approach infiltrates. Fig 05.130 illustrates how the key surfaces of Teufelsberg will be counterpreserved. The exterior walls of the British Building and Teufelsberg 2 (indicated in 04.74 and fig 05.130), will be cut into, removing some of the existing breeze blocks. This will allow a blurring of the boundary and open the building to new views of Field Station Berlin. These are areas that were previously intended not to be viewed by society, as both these buildings previously had no windows, intended to protect the secrecy of these buildings from onlookers. The voids will also invite ecology in, such as the Dysphania Botrys indicated in the counterpreservation codebook excerpt in fig 04.60, to claim and re-finish the building to its desires, through providing more openings in which plant species can interlock with the structures, finding greater moisture areas, particularly as this species does well in disturbed soils like those upon the roofscape of the structures. The voids also allow more light to enter into the spaces, as well as water into the cracks. The water will continuously decay the structure amongst reactivation, while more narratives are revealed through the light.

The floors and ceilings will have a metal lattice sub-floor installed, attached to the steel framing of each structure, in which wood tiles can be placed, based on the desired programming of the public. These tiles are not secured, allowing for their reorganization in support of different programs, such as through a graffiti workshop or community meeting, a smoother surface is achieved, but can be transformed by the public as needed. Similar to the pathways, this raised sub-floor will allow for the growth and movement of ecology below, with re-activation by the public above. All of these key surface interventions are visible in the detail in fig 05.130. Thus, the treatment of the surfaces of...
Field Station Berlin allows for continual decay amidst a design approach enabling re-activation by contemporary society.

Unlike the prior design approach of revealing and removing surfaces from the site, the next part of this design is to subtract and hide surfaces of Field Station Berlin. Previously, the Nazi Technical Military College was erased and used as a deposit area for the ruins of war-ravaged Berlin, then covered with new topsoil. Now, by excavating the area for a Tracing Trail of 1937, new infill will bury a part of Field Station Berlin, introducing a neutrality in the process of erasure between the two governmental structures on the site, as illustrated in fig 05.131. Although this process seems to hide parts of Field Station Berlin, it will also provide access to previously unused areas of the site: the roofscapes. The public can now use these roofscapes for community gardens, stage platforms for the musical events occurring at the decaying site, spaces for large group events such as yoga, and provide more surfaces in which graffiti artists can emplace their own narrative upon the site. In addition to some of the exterior walls being removed through new infill soil, the second floor of the British Building, pictured in fig 05.131, will be removed to create a sloping roof that connects to the Tracing Trail of 1992 as a part of the new roofscapes of Field Station Berlin. This removal will allow the ecology to gain more direct southern sunlight in this area.

**Fig 05.131:**

*Section E-E*

*Scale: 1:250*

*Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany*

*Date: Present Day*
providing areas for gardening and cultivation of ecology. Finally, throughout the site, walls will be removed, like the northern wall pictured in Section E-E in fig. 05.131 and in Section B-B in fig. 05.118. Other walls will also be removed and replaced with safety barriers to open up new connections throughout the site, such as in the Main Building near the top of the tower, illustrated in fig 05.139. This reveals previously invisible connections throughout the site. The opening illustrated in fig 05.139 allows users to see where the old elevator shaft has been turned into a water collection device, with water coming in from the iconic Arctic dome above. Thus, through the removal of walls, floors and roofs, the site can be better re-activated by contemporary society.
Fig 05.133:
COMBINED SECTION
Scale: 1:625
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day
Fig 05.134: Design Approach AXO
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day

01. Zoning

02. Energy

03. Water
The last key aspect of the design approach is to place in additional elements that will allow users to continually re-activate the site into the future. This design approach has three key elements: programming, energy production, and water retention.

To further re-activate Field Station Berlin, it needs electricity. Due to the past removal of the maintenance building, (buildings 6, 7 and 8 in fig 04.74), Field Station Berlin has no electricity, making it unsafe and unusable at night. Thus, solar panels will overlap the fabric of the domes, providing a new on-site source of electricity. Details for attaching these new solar panels to the old dome are illustrated in fig. 05.135 and can be seen in fig 05.136 in Section B-B. Electricity is collected through the panels, as indicated at points 6 and 7, and then sent across the site to provide light, like at point 8. Through the installation of electricity throughout the site, Teufelsberg will truly become a living ruin at all times of day, and help the public hold nighttime events, such as community meetings and outdoor concerts.
Another key part of this design aspect is through water storage. Water storage will occur in the old foundational ruins of the removed maintenance buildings. An old underground tunnel connects these buildings to the main buildings of the site (buildings 6, 7, and 8 in fig 04.74). The water will be collected through the highest elevation of the site, the tower of the main building as illustrated in fig 05.139. The water will travel through the old elevator shaft down to the old tunnels (fig 05.140) to the storage tanks below. These old foundations will provide a sturdy water storage area due to their foundations being tightly sealed in the past. Today, still water is maintained in these areas when it rains on the site (Places, 2019) illustrated in fig 04.87. In addition, such moisture invites new ecological species to thrive, including Senecio Inaequidens, a plant whose seeds are easily carried by water and algae to cultivate the new water-collected areas. With water storage, Teufelsberg users will have access to water to support new re-activation projects throughout the site, such as maintenance of community gardens and future water fountains for the landscape users.

Finally, the entirety of the design has different areas that are lightly programed, with suggestions to the public as how these areas can be activated, as illustrated in fig 05.138. The proposed design allows what the public of Berlin desires for the site at an enhanced level. The architecture provides better access to all the surfaces of the site, which provide artists with more canvas space for installing their art and narrative upon the site, similar to in the recent past, but with greater ease, offering more possible artists and narratives to take over the landscape. The roof space can also be cultivated into community gardens, while providing larger surfaces for the sorts of public gathering events previously held at the site, such as yoga, concerts, and possible fundraising events. The walkways also provide greater views of the site, and
of surrounding Berlin, a highlight of the area desired by the public. With Teufelsberg being the highest elevation in Berlin, the ramping around the Operations Building Tower allows for a 360 view of Berlin, while taking in the ruins of past Berlin. This Operations Building also features the curated graffiti gallery, previously a focal point of the site and structure, located on levels 2 and 3, and now more accessible through A Tracing Trail of 1992. Enhanced lighting provided by the geodesic dome solar panels allows for evening use. Finally, through the connection of all floors to different walkways, the public can access previously restricted areas and use them to hold more gatherings, such as in the rooms buried below. These are complemented by more open public spaces now featured in the British Building and Teufelsberg 2.

Each one of these processes of re-activation helps the landscape of Teufelsberg remain living amongst its decay and helps both the citizens of Berlin and the surrounding ecology to re-activate the landscape, while referencing and respecting former place meanings.
fig 05.139: VIEW OF WATER TOWER
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day

fig 05.140: INSIDE WATER STORAGE SYSTEM TUNNELS
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day
fig 05.141: OUTDOOR RAVE
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day

fig 05.142: VIEW IN DOME
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day
Fig 05.143: View from Entrance
Location: Teufelsberg, Berlin, Germany
Date: Present Day
The last phase of the design approach is fully giving the landscape of Teufelsberg back to the people of Berlin and the surrounding ecology. During this stage, the above phases of re-activation of the site have occurred. Field Station Berlin has been allowed to decay amidst re-activation by society. As the area is increasingly overtaken by the surrounding ecology and public, the buildings are also re-activated further. The design approach is never just a backdrop for contemporary society but is in constant flux and use with today’s society until the campus fully decays. However, with the presence of the walkways installed, a part of the old narratives remains, even though all the past structures will have ceased to exist and been reclaimed by the surrounding landscape. One day, these pathways will also decay and join the layers and layers of past narratives at the site. Teufelsberg will become once again a palimpsest with layers and layers of impressions upon its landscape, joining the network of Berlin spaces in constant revision, becoming a part of a “city text frantically being written and rewritten” (Huyssen, 2003).
fig 06.145:
WEATHERING
EXPLORATION 6
Date: Present Day

CONCLUSION
After a muddy climb through an overgrown forest filled with roots scattered about that are ready to trip the unsuspecting hiker, a decaying, run-down structure emerges. Like this structure, “buildings are the symbols and the repositories of memory” (Ladd, 2018, p. 4). Every mark, scratch, stain, and footprint tells one person’s individual narrative on the landscape. At Teufelsberg, many of these narratives, footprints, marks, scars, remain buried under ruins in which a new set of ruins and marks then lie atop. With the tumultuous past Berlin has faced politically, socially and economically, the city has typically approached decrepit buildings with “the impulse to preserve or to destroy - whether motivated by nostalgia,” or the desire to erase past historical trauma (Ladd, 2018, p. 4). This unknowing often leaves places left abandoned for years, turning them into Branchen. However, over these years, the Branchen become markers of history, with the spontaneous ecology re-claiming the space, creating a new memory and narrative to be part of the site. A new memory facing the possibility of erasure or preservation. If we cannot destroy the past, and if we do not want to preserve it under glass, how do we merge memories and place meanings amongst contemporary society? How do we re-activate and morph an old structure to be rebirthed into a new one without sacrificing its past memories, told in the impressions left upon the site?

This thesis has proposed a design approach to address this issue. Through the use of counterpreservation, past narratives can converse with the present and future narratives of a site. This
design approach “evidences the actions and intentions of the present by drawing attention to the production and transformation of historical buildings, and to the social perception that surround them” (Sandler, 2016, p. 243). Allowing a structure to decay respects past site meanings, since by placing the public in direct interaction with the past removes the boundaries between the present and the past. Instead, through this method of counter preserving architecture, this thesis illustrates “the idea that the various markings and layers of a surface record and allow one to recollect earlier stages in the history of a building and the human life associated with it” (Mostafavi & Leatherbarrow, 1993, p. 84). The design approach also allows for Teufelsberg to act as a living ruin, where history of the past runs in line with the present, adapting for the future. Through this method, “places are never merely backdrops for action or containers for the past. They are fluid mosaics and moments of memory, matter, metaphor, scene, and experience that create and mediate social spaces and temporalities” (Till, 2005, p. 8). The design approach of this thesis is the living memorial of past site meanings society needs to respect the past amongst our daily lives.

Although this thesis proposes a way to create a living memorial to exist in constant flux within our contemporary society today, this thesis must also look to the future. How will these current site interventions exist in the already layered site of multiple narratives, joining the constant revision of Teufelsberg? How will this new layer, added by multiple forces and site authors, including the public, ecology, and on-site rubble, be viewed by the future users of the site? The future erosion. The future public. The future ecology. Through the introduction of this design proposal, Teufelsberg will spark conservations in the future that a landscape cannot be owned by one party or even by one time period. All landscapes contain multiple layers of history, waiting
to be discovered and retold. In constant flux, shaped by multiple forces, not just the designer or the site owner. For even they do not own the memories and narratives that define a landscape. Even the landscape in the present has only been shaped due to the past memories. Without the past, the site would not be defined as it is today. The design approach proposed for Teufelsberg will aide in future society reimagine spaces as not programmed locations, but as containers for the multiplicities of life.

Every landscape, place, and structure contains memories, some large and politically important, some small and seemly insignificant. However, both are important. As a foreign designer, it is not my place to decide which one of these memories is the most important to be preserved and passed on. I do not possess the agency of remembering the past narratives of the site. Thus, the design approach proposed does not inflict which memory should be preserved but reflects upon the multiplicity of past narratives upon the landscape and allows the layers of past narratives to exist in harmony. Through reflecting upon each past critical narrative, this design approach does not reject or erase undesired narrative impressions but enhances and respects each one, as each define the landscape created today. Designers are not erasers or preservers of past site meanings, but should be seen as “site choreographers” for managing change who help a site morph into a new site meaning amongst the marks of the past. This sway away from monumentalization is also studied by Gustavo Araoz (Araoz, 2011). This design approach allows for society to move forward amongst the past, instead of living in a landscape of memorials, an important aspect of places littered with a tumultuous past such as Berlin. The landscape of Teufelsberg becomes a living palimpsest of layers of past place meanings, waiting for the next user to impose their own personal
narrative upon the landscape. One footprint at a time.

A hunting ground. A park. A military college. A burial site of a war-ravaged city. A secretive surveillance station. Each, a layer containing the narratives of millions of people, all imposing their unique footprint upon the landscape. Each, remaining amongst the new ecology, a new public discovering their own connection with a site decaying throughout history.
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